1894. The second annual report of the receipts and expenditures of the city of Laconia, for the year ending February 15, 1895, together with other annual reports and papers relating to the affairs of the city. by Laconia Town Representatives
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YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 15, 1895,
Together with other Annual Reports and Papers Relating to the
Affairs of the City.
LAKEPORT, N. H. :







( FOR PAYMENT OF BILLS AGAINST THE CITY.
All bills against the city must be approved by the person
authorizing the charge ; and unless this is done, no action can
be had upon the bill by the Committee on Accounts and Claims,
and no order will be given for its payment. When bills are
certified to as above, and left with the city clerk not later than
Thursday, at 12 o'clock, m., preceding the last Monday of each
month, they will be audited by the Committee on Accounts and
Claims, and if approved by them and allowed by the council,
will be ready for payment on the following Wednesday, at the
office of the city treasurer.
Meetings of the Committee on Accounts and Claims are held
on the Friday preceding the last Monday of each month, at
7 :30 o'clock, p. m., at the citv clerk's office.
CITY GOVERNMENT,
LACONIA, N. H.
Inaugurated fourth Tuesday in March, yearly. Stated meetings;




Elected March 13, 1894. Salary, $300 per annum.
CHARLES A. BUSIEL.
Office: Moulton Opera House Block, Main street. Residence: Cor-
ner Church and Beacon streets.
COUNCILMEN.
Elected March 13, 1894. No salary.
Ward I—GEORGE W. WEEKS, 1 year.
WILLIAM J. MORRISON, 2 years.
Ward 2—FRANCIS H. DAVIS, 1 year.
DANIEL KELLOGG, 2 years.
Ward 3—JOHN O'CONNOR, 1 year.
SAMUEL B. SMITH, 2 years.
Ward 4—EDMUND TETLEY, 1 year.
FRANK P. HOLT, 2 years.
Ward 5—JOSEPH B. F. BELL, 1 year.
WARREN D. HUSE, 2 /ears.
Ward 6—BENJAMIN F. DRAKE, 1 year.
ROMANZO B. PRIEST, 1 year.
CHARLES L. PULS1FER, 2 years.
JULIUS E. WILSON, 2 years.
4 CITY OF LACONIA.
CITY CLERK.
ALBERT C. MOORE.
Elected March 27, 1894. Resigned March 29, 1894.
SIMEON C. FRYE.
Elected March 29, 1894. Salary, $600 per annum, and fees as provided by la w
Office: Moulton Opera House Block, Main street.
COMMITTEES OF THE CITY COUNCIL.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Finance—The Mayor: Councilraen Pulsifer and Smith.
Accounts and Claims— Councilraen Pulsifer, Weeks, and Holt.
Public Instruction—Councilraen Pulsifer, Smith, and Bell.
Roads and Bridges—Councilmen Wilson, Tetley, and Kellogg.
Seivers—Councilmen Drake, Davis, and Huse.
Fire Department—Councilmen Priest, Morrison, and Huse.
Police and Licenses—Councilmen Tetley, Drake, and Kellogg.
Lighting Streets—Councilmen Drake, Weeks, and Bell.
Parks and Commons—Councilraen Davis, Wilson, and O'Con-
nor.
Flection and Returns—Councilraen Weeks, Wilson, and O'Con-
nor.
Engrossed Ordinances—Councilmen Morrison, Davis, and Holt.
SPECIAL COMMITTEES.
Street Names, Numbers and Guide Boards—The Mayor ; Coun-
cilmen Wilson, Tetley, Weeks, Smith, and Holt.
School Houses and Lands—Councilmen Davis, Bell, and Pulsifer,
CITY TREASURER.




Elected April 30, 1894. Salary, $600 per annum conditional on amount collected.
GEORGE H. EVERETT.
CITY ENGINEER.
Elected March 27, 1894. Salary, $300 per annum.
WILLIAM NELSON.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SEWERS.
E lected March 27, 1894. Salary, $900 per annum.
WILLIAM NELSON.
Office: Smith's Block, Main street.
STREET COMMISSIONER.




Salary, $150 per annum for the board.
ALPHA H. HARRIMAN, President.
ALBERT C. MOORE, Secretary.
CHARLES K. SANBORN,
jJOSEPH L. ODELL, j





6 CITY OF LACON1A.
TRUANT OFFICER.




Salary, $500 per annum.
FRANK M. BECKFORD.
SPECIAL POLICE JUSTICE.
Salary, $2 per dayof actual service.
GEORGE H. EVERETT.
CITY SOLICITOR.
Elected March 27, 1894. Salary, $500 per annum.
STEPHEN S. JEWETT.
Office: Moulton Opera House b!ock, Main street.
CLERK OF POLICE COURT.
Salary, $200 per annum.
MARTIN B. PLUMMER.
CITY MARSHAL.
Elected March 27, 1894. Salary, $900 per annum.
HENRY K. W. SCOTT.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
ASSISTANT CITY MARSHAL.
Elected March 31, 1894. Salary, $750 per year.
FRANK A. BAILEY.
REGULAR POLICE OFFICERS.

































Ward 1—FRED W. STORY.
Ward 2—H. W. CAREY.
Ward 5—JOHN T. BUSIEL.
Ward 4—W. F. KNIGHT.










Elected March 27, 1894. Salary, $100 per annum.
GEORGE A. SANDERS.
ASSISTANT ENGINEERS.










OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.








Elected March 27, 1894. Salary, $300 per annum for the board.
Secretary—DR. W. H. TRUE, elected for 3 years.
President—D. L. DAVIS, elected for 2 years, Lakeport.
F. F. ELKINS, elected for 1 year, The Weirs.
CITY LIQUOR AGENT.
Salary, $100 per annum.
SAMUEL R. JONES, Lakeport.
BOARD OF ASSESSORS.
Elected March 27, 1894. Salary, $2.75 per day of service.
JONATHAN L. MOORE, 1 year.
STEPHEN S. AYER, 2 years.
EDWIN F. BURLEIGH, 3 years.
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECK-LISTS.
Salary, $2 per day of service. Chairman, elected by city council, Nov. 7, 1894.
EDWIN A. BADGER.
Elected at biennial election, Nov. 6, 1894.
Ward 1—HARVEY M. SARGENT.
Ward 2—CHARLES J. A. WARDWELL.
Ward 5—GEORGE E. STEVENS.
Ward 4—CHARLES L. KIMBALL.
Ward 5—THOMAS B. WEEKS.
Ward 6—CHARLES H. PERKINS.
OLIVER F. GRIFFIN.















































SEALERS OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
GEORGE A. SANDERS.
HORACE G. WHITTIER.
FISH AND GAME WARDENS.
ROBERT E. L. BEAN.
CHARLES H. CORLISS.
HEZEKIAH BICKFORD.
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WARD OFFICERS.
MODERATORS.
Elected Nov. 6, 1894, for two years. Salary, $3.00 per term.
Ward i—DAVID B. STORY.
Ward 2—ALBERT C. MOORE.
Ward 3—CHARLES F. STONE.
Ward 4—WILLIAM NELSON.
Ward 5—GEORGE H. EVERETT.
Ward 6—EDWIN D. WARD.
WARD CLERKS.
Elected Nov. 6, 1894, for two years. Salary, $7.00 per term.
Ward I—FRED E. MOORE.
Ward 2—HARLEY W. CAREY.
Ward 3—FRED S. ROBERTS.
Ward 4—ALMON L. SANBORN.
Ward 5—HOWARD E. WELLS.
Ward 6—HARRY H. WARDWELL.
SELECTMEN.
Elected March 13, 1894. Salary, $5.00 per term.
Ward 1—JOHN M. ROBINSON, 1 year.
JOHN SPALDING, 2 years.
CHARLES E. McCARTNEY, 3 years.
Ward 2—WARREN L. THOMPSON, 1 year.
CHARLES C. DAVIS, 2 years.
CHARLES F. RICHARDS, 3 years.
Ward 5—FRED DEXTER, 1 year.
CYRUS P. DOW, 2 years.
CHARLES W. BALDWIN, 3 years.
Ward 4—OSCAR A. LOUGEE, 1 year.
ALBERT T. QUINBY, 2 years.
JOHN F. MERRILL, 3 years.
CITY GOVERNMENT. 13
Ward 5—JEAN B. GOUDREAU,* 1 year.
ARTHUR TURGEON.f
JOHN J. LANE, 2 years.
JOSEPH L. ROBINSON, 3 years.
Ward 6—FRANK S. SUMNER, 1 year.
LEROY M. GOULD, 2 years.
LIBBEUS E. HAYWARD, 3 years.








































Interest account, Wards 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5,
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18 CITY OF LACONIA.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.
The books of the city treasurer have been examined and com-
pared with those of the city clerk, by the committee on finance,
and the accounts in the aggregate are correct, with proper
vouchers on file for all payments.
All bills approved by the committee on accounts and claims
and allowed by the mayor and council have been paid. The
sources from which the income of the past year has been
derived have also been examined, and the treasurer has charged
himself with the entire amount which he has received, and has
made a correct statement of the same in detail. The balance






FOR THE TEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 15, 1895.
Being an itemized account made up from the books of the City
Clerk, of the payments made by the City Treasurer
on account of
RUNNING EXPENSES.
The arrangement of the details of expenditures which follows
is intended to give such information as is desired by the public.
Items of payment to the same person or firm at different times
are included in the aggregate amount given, if paid for the same
objects. By notices in the local press and otherwise, efforts






Balance carried to transfer account, 6.28
$14,153.68
Paid, $14,153.68
20 CITY OF LACONIA.
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES.
Appropriation, .....
Received from Ward 6 sewer account,
labor and materials furnished,
Received from street commissioner,
cash for sundries,
Received from parks and commons
account for labor and materials, .
Received from school-house improve-
ments account, ....
Received from fire department, .
" Gold street bridge ac-
count ..••••
Deficiency brought from transfer ac-
count,....-•
Paid as follows :
Pay-rolls (including labor chargeable to
other accounts as above),
C. W. Pickering, labor and supplies,
J. B. Jewett, hay,
Meserve & Johnson, blacksmith work
Estate of J. H. Tilton, supplies, .
Morrill & Brown, grain,
E. P. Osgood, labor and supplies,
J. A. Jameson, repairs
Laconia Ice, Coal & Wood Co., coal
straw, etc., ....
William H. Jewett, hay,
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies,
E. Hodgdon, blacksmith work, .
Dr. H. A. Dow, veterinary services,
G. Cook & Son, lumber and supplies
C. F. Locke, supplies,
B. S. George, rent of stable,




























HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES. 21
George W. Allen, supplies and repairs, $8.03
P. C. Lamprey, supplies, . . . 7.05
F. R. Adams, supplies, ... .70
Cole Mfg. Co., labor and supplies, . 310.34
G. A. Sanders, drain pipe and supplies, 38.22
Wm. G. Cram, hay and grain, . . 219.10
U. Hey wood, supplies and land rent, . 21.63
G. W. Weeks, supplies, . . . 8.70
C. E. Buzzell, supplies, . . . 173.73
Laconia Hardware Co., . . . 49.59
Plummer & Thompson, supplies, . 6.70
Republican Press Association, book of
pay-rolls, 10.00
F. A. Wadleigh, blacksmithing, . . 41.74
Olin S. Davis, stationery, . . . 3.00
S. B. Cole, curbing, .... 39.60
E. L. Cram, drain pipe, etc., . . 153.31
C. & M. R. R., freight, . . . 427.07
Ford & Kimball, sewer inlets, castings,
etc., 206.00
Daniel H. Lewis, drain pipe, . . 164.43
H. F. Rublee & Son, labor and supplies, 137.96
Standard Granite Co., stone and curb-
ing, 119.25
W. W. Thompson, labor, . . . 16.00
Geo. W. Tibbetts, supplies for road
machine, . . . . . 23.20
W. A. Tobyne, supplies, ... 3.73
Concord Foundry Co., castings, . • 83.60
J. T. Durham & Son, stone and labor, 157.48
J. Hadlock, road machine, . . . 248.00
W. F. Head & Son, brick, . . . 161.00
W. D. Huse, labor and supplies, . . 2.59
Geo. M. Prescott & Co., blacksmith
work, 8.14
F. A. Baker, team hire, . . . 3.00
J. Boulia & Co., lumber, etc., . . 162.41
" " two snow rollers, . 160.00
E. A. Cole, use of laud, . . . 3.66
22 CITY OF LACONTA.
F. H. Davis, labor,
L. E. Hayward, use of land,
Laconia Lumber Works, lumber,
David W. Lewis, sewer pipe,
James McGloughlin, castings,
Josiah Norris, use of land, .
K. D. Sawyer, land rent for crusher to
June 1, 1894,
Weeks Bros., printing notices,
H. Bickford, use of steamer,
G. F. Dame, supplies,
E. E. Fisher, powder,
J. W. Follett, filing saws, .
B. F. Hill, powder, straw, etc.,
Lake Co., grain,
John G. Lesure, supplies, .
S. D. McGloughlin, blacksmith work,
L. M. Pike, concreting,
Smith & Dickey, supplies, .
Morrill S. Swain, hay,
Tucker & Clark, supplies, .
L. T. Whitten, use of steamer,
L. & L. Water-Works, water at stable
J. H. Dow, hay and coal, .
A. V. Locke, street signs, .
Pitman Mfg. Co., wool sacks,
A. M. Cotton, hay,
J. H. Mitchell, blacksmith work,
E. O. Gitchell, curbstone, .
G. W. Greenleaf, labor,
L. J. Kimball, cutting bushes,
W. J. Morrison, brick and paint,
W. P. Blaisdell, blacksmith work,
R. N. Dana, labor and supplies, .
John Edwards, hay,
J. L. Robinson, building wall, Messer
street,....
J. T. Bugbee, tools, .







































J. L. Meserve, blacksmith work, . . $7.25
J. B. Varick Co., rope andshovels, . 26.76
H. E. Brawn & Sons, funnel, etc., . 2.06
A. Crooker, repairing harness, . . 4.00
Laconia Electric Light Co., light for
stables, ..... 7.50
$26,506.27
(The amount properly chargeable to the highways and bridges
account is $23,617.09.)
CONCRETING SIDEWALKS AND CROSSINGS.
Appropriation, ..... $3,500.00
Deficiency brought from transfer ac-
count, 401.52
$3,901.52
Paid as follows :





Literary fund, . . . $1,832.61
Dog licenses, 1893, . . 850.80
Received from Union district (Meredith) 75.00
" " tuition .... 57.30
" " sale of text books . . 18.15
Deficiency brought from transfer account 5,623.62
$25,774.07
Paid as follows :
Teachers' pay roll .... $16,490.38
Henry L. Wilkinson, truant officer . 500.00
Henry Shepard, janitor, and cash paid
for labor, Sept.. 1893, to date. (Sal-
ary as janitor $425 a year) . . 953.70
Daniel L. Parshley, janitor and extra
labor, 184.00
24 CITY OF LACONIA.
Delos E. Prescott, janitor and extra labor,
Albert W. Rollins, janitor
Wm. T. Davis, janitor and extra labor,
James H. Davis, janitor
Martin J. Bagley, janitor and extra labor,
Morrill Ames, janitor, labor and wood,
Earl Flanders, janitor . . . .
Ernest Cook, janitor .
Austin Easter, janitor .
George Sargent, janitor and extra labor,
Hobart J. Brown, " " " "
Henry L. Morgan, janitor
Isa M. Severance, cash paid for janitor,
Harry Hilliard, janitor .
J. H. "Wentworth, janitor, etc.
Laconia Ice, Coal & Wood Co., fuel
W. D. Huse, labor and supplies .
D. C. Heath & Co., books and supplies
L. M. Gould, printing and supplies
Laconia Hardware Co., supplies .
Boston School Supply Co., supplies
Lewis W. Durrell, wood
Silver, Burdett & Co., books and supplies
Lucien Dow, wood
John E. Potter, books .
Olin S. Davis, stationery
C. E. Drake, cash paid
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies
Daniel Kellogg, labor .
A. C. Moore, cash paid for express, etc.
Prang Educational Co., supplies
Philbrook Bros., teams
American Book Co., supplies
Allyn & Bacon, books, etc. .
Geo. A. Sanders, labor and supplies
F. Carl Merrill, tuning pianos and organs
C. H. Mason, labor
W. B. Cass, cleaning vaults .









































C. E. Bnzzell, labor and supplies
Ginn & Co., books and supplies
Cbocorua lodge, organ rent .
Thomas Adkins, labor .
Franklin Educational Co., supplies
Samuel Haynes, labor .
A. J. Pickering, labor .
University Publishing Co., books
C. L. Pulsifer, cash paid
Weeks Bros., printing and supplies
Werner Co., supplies
Williams & Rogers, books, etc.
Republican Press Association, supplies
Geo. F. Dame, labor and supplies
D. E. Ames, supplies
H. E. Brawn & Son, labor and supplies
Champion Flue Scraper Co., scraper
Uriah G. Hall, wood
Laconia and Lake Village Water Works
Co
C. F. Locke, supplies .
H. J. Odell, wood
Plummer & Thompson, supplies .
Lydia E. Warner, paid for janitors, etc
A. J. Hart & Co., team hire
L. M. Pike, concreting Harvard street
basement .....
Sewer department, sewer permit
Sewer department, sewer connection
Harvard street ....
M. C. Wallace, labor .
G. H. Wilkinson, labor
J. Boulia & Co., supplies
George H. Davis, painting, etc.
T. J. Guay, supplies
Melcher & Prescott, insurance
J. L. Moore & Son, supplies .
J. C. Moulton, use of opera house





































26 CITY OF LACONIA.
Mary J. Wentworth, rent of Lake street
school house .....
Charles G. Corliss, labor and supplies .
Louis Dickmair, labor ....
William Jackson, labor
James McLaughlin, castings
William A. Plummer, tickets for trans-
portation of scholars from Weirs
John Rosie, labor, Harvard street .
C. K. Sanborn , express charges and chairs,
Mary S. Tilton, administratrix, supplies,
D. L. Davis, coal
C. L. Follansbee, labor .
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., books, etc
Lee & Shepard, books, etc. .
Gardner Cook & Son, furniture, etc
O. H. Daniels, labor
Bert L. Gilman, labor .
Rowe Typewriter Ribbon Co.
Amos F. Spaulding, labor
F. W. Story, supplies .
H. S. Swain, labor
E. L. Cram, supplies '.
H. C. Batchelder, glass and labor
Elwell & Marsh, coal .
J. F. Harriman, supplies
W. J. Morrison, labor and supplies
B. R. Perkins, labor
People's Church, rent of room quarter
ending Dec. 10, 1894
Balch Bros., books, etc.
O. H. Dame, lumber, etc.
A. L. Davis, school-house plans
S. J. P. Hadley, wood
O'Shea Bros., desks
F. R. Prescott, wood .
Carl Schoenof, books
Knight & Robinson, furniture






































Palmer W. Merrill, labor and supplies .
J. L. Foster, moving stoves to Lakeport,
Laconia Democrat, printing and supplies,
George H. Mitchell, supplies
E. A. Page, organ rent
C. E. Swain, wood
Wallace Bros., labor and supplies .
Newell B. Varney, wood
Wardwell Electrical Manufacturing Co
repairing clock ....
A. W. Wilcox, teaming, etc.
Fred A. Young, insurance
Fred A. Young, repairing type-writer
Nellie M. Hoyt, piano and organ rent
Laconia Lumber Works, supplies .
Laconia Electric and Gas Co., gas
Porter & Coates, books
Leach, Shewell & Sanborn, books .
Geo. F. King & Merrill, stationery and
supplies .....
Osgood & Co., repairing clock
Geo. S. Perry & Co., desks .






















Salaries of teachers per year of 36 tveeks
Superintendent of schools
Principal of high school
Assistants in high school each




Intermediate and primary grades
Ungraded schools (three)
Ungraded school (one) .
SCHOOLHOUSE IMPROVEMENTS.
By resolution $3,500.00













28 CITY OF LACONIA.
Paid as follows :
A. L. Davis, contract and sundry ex-
penses .....
A. L. Davis, extra labor and supplies
C. Z. Rankin, labor at Harvard street
Lewis Boynton, labor
G. Cook & Son, contract and labor at
Harvard street ....
G. Cook & Son, lumber and supplies







Stone & Hill, mason work
Harvey S. Stone "
Wm. M. Stevens, labor
Daniel A. Sweatt, "
L. C. Taylor "
G. Wilbur Thompson, heating and ven
tilating Bowman street school-house
Street department, labor
Lewis Dickmair, labor .
W. D. Huse, plumbing and supplies
J. W. Tibbetts, labor .
Wallace Bros., labor and supplies .
G. A. Sanders, fixtures, labor and sup
plies......































Received from billiard, pool, showman's
and other licenses .... 277.00
Received from premium on Ward 6 sewer
bonds 5,117.50
Received from interest on bonds and
deposits 220.96
Balance carried to transfer account
— $7,615.46
2,580.00
Paid as follows :
E. A. and C. B. Hibbard, legal services,
1893
S. C. Clark, legal services, 1893 .
J. F. Harriman, selectman, 1893 .
J. F. Harriman, supplies
G. E. Knowlton, use of teams
G. H. Cram, tax rebate, 1893
L. M. Gould, printing notices, ordinances
etc. .......
Laconia Gas Light Co., gas .
J. B. Moore, cash paid .
C. L. Pulsifer, services and cash paid
1893
Peoples' church, room, election day
March, 1894 ....
S. C. Robinson, room, election day
March, 1894 ....
H. R. Elliott, labor and cash paid .
H. W. Carey, copying record
Elgin Wells, copying record .
S. B. Cole, cash paid
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Buff & Berger, engineer's level . . $136.20
Weeks Bros., printing and binding city
report, printing ordinances, etc., and
supplies 1,168.39
Dr. A. W. Abbott, return of births and
deaths ...... 5.50
Dr. E. J. Brandon, return of death . .25
Dr. T. R. Bruce, return of birth . . .25
Dr. T. S. Foster, return of births and
deaths ...... 1.75
Dr. O. Goss, return of births and deaths 4.00
Dr. O. W. Goss, " " " 7.75
Dr. A. H. Harriman, return of births
and deaths . . . . . 8.00
Dr. E. P. Hodgdon, return of births and
deaths 1.25
Dr. Marie Johnson, return of births . 2.25
Dr. J. N. Letourneau, return of births
and deaths . . . . . 13.75
Dr. H. E. Mace, return of death . . .25
Dr. Mary Maltais, return of births . 4.75
Dr. D. B. Nelson, return of deaths . .50
Dr. N. C. Nutting, return of death . .25
Dr. J. P. Osborne, return of death . .25
Dr. E. Provencal, « " . .25
Dr. J. G. Quimby, return of births and
deaths . . • • • • 1-75
Dr. A. B. Robinson, return of death . .25
Dr. G. F. Roby, return of births and
deaths ...... .75
Dr. G. H. Saltmarsh, return of births
and deaths 6.75
Dr. Joseph Theriault, return of births
and deaths ..... 17.50
Dr. W. H. True, return of births and
deaths 2.50
Dr. N. L. True, return of births and
deaths ...... 1-25
Dr. H. Tucker, return of death . . .25
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES. 31
Dr. S. Vittum, return of births and
deaths 82.50
Dr. H. C. Wells, return of births and
deaths 6.25
Dr. R. W. Wiley, return of births and
deaths 12.25
Dr. M. G. Wiley, return of death . . .25
Dr. J. A. Wrisley, k ' " . .50
E. D. Ward. " " . .25
Rev. L. G. Auclair, return of marriages, .25
Rev. D. C. Babcock, " » .25
Rev. G. I. Bard, " " .25
Rev. G. I. Bergan, " " .50
Rev. W. Bradbury, " " 1.25
Rev. D. C. Easton, " " 2.50
Rev. J. E. Finen, " " .50
Rev. W. H. Getchell, " kt 6.75
Rev. J. H. Haines, " " 1.00
Rev. C. D. Hill, " " .25
Rev. Lewis Malvern, " " 8.50
Rev. H. W. O. Millington, " " .25
Rev. G. Monge, " " 8.25
Rev. J. B. Morrison, " " .25
Rev. A. M. Pendleton, " " .25
Rev. J. E. Robins, . " " .25
Rev. J. L. Shackers, " " 2.00
Rev. C. A. G. Thurston, " " 2.00
Rev. J. C. Waldron, " " .25
Rev. L. Waterman, " " .50
Rev. G. O. Wiggin, " " .25
Rev. F. L. Wiley, " " .25
Rev. W. J. Wilkins, " " 2.00
S. C. Frye, city clerk, completing record
of vital statistics (law of 1893) . . 160.60
S. C. Frye, cash paid for supplies . . 79.10
J. Hordley, labor on mayor and city
clerk's office 19.50
Blais & Morin, ward room, ward 2,
March and November, 1894 . . 30.00
32 CITY OF LACONIA.
Laconia Board of Trade, rent and gas,
couucil room ....
John A. Jameson, claim for injuries
New England Telephone and Telegrapl
Company .....
Fred A. Young, type-writer, etc. .
M. B. Plummer, clerical work
N. S. Banfield, team hire
J. Boulia & Co., repairs and supplies
L. B. Brown, meals for city officers
Fred H. Coffin, printing
E. B. Cushing, safe
J. H. Dow, moving safes
F. F. Elkins, teams and services .
O. J. M. Gilman, commissioner, Sheridan
street case....
Amos L. Rollins, commissioner, Sheridan
street case....
C. D. Thyng, commissioner, Sheridan
street case....
Knight & Robinson, furniture, mayor's
office......
Laconia Lumber Works, labor and sup
plies......
Lougee Bros., mats, etc.
G. A. Sanders, gas torch, etc.
John W. Ashman, special work on re
ports, etc......
A. C. Moore, special work on reports, etc
C. L. Pulsifer, "
Banner Stamp Co., stamps, etc.
Geo. E. Chase, city messenger
W. D. Huse, labor and supplies
Philbrook Bros., teams .
Silsby & Son, books, etc.
F. O. Wallace, meals at polls
































Boston Advertiser, advertising for bond
proposals ......
Investor Pnb. Co., advertising for bond
proposals .....
A. W. Dinsmoor, cash paid .
Edson C. Eastman, books
A. J. Hart & Son, teams for assessors
S. S. Jewett, expenses in Lake Co. cases
M. B. Plummer, recording deeds
N. D. Russell, record stamps
Temple & Farringtou, books, etc
O. F. Building Association, rent of ball
and room ....
S. S. Ayer, assessor, use of team
W. H. Flanders, stenographer
L. & L. water works, water for drinking
fountains .....
J. L. Moore, assessor, cash paid .
J. L. Moore & Son, papering
Estate of J. C. Moulton, rent of mayor'
office 11 months to Feb., 1895 .
Boston Bank Note Co., printing bonds
Clarence A. Clark & Co., printing
Geo. S. Davis, services .
E. S. Sibley, press and eyelets
L. B. Brown, meals at polls .
H. W. Carey, copies of records
Geo. W. Cole, "
F. F. Elkins, lt "
F. W. Fowler, " "
C. P. Dow, fitting polling places, ward 3
J. Gilbert, use of ward room, ward 4,
Nov., 1894
O'Shea Bros., use of ward room, ward 3
Street R. R. Co., use of barge
J. F. Merrill, fitting polling places, ward 4
Thomas O'Shea, copies of records .
J. M. Robinson, fitting polling places,
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J. L. Robinson, fitting polling places,
ward 5 $4.24
H. E. Wells, copy of records . . 1.00
R. N. Dana, supervisor, team to Weirs . 2.00
C. E. Buzzell, painting Weirs fountain
cover ...... 11.95
C. E. Buzzell, supplies ... .96
J. M. Guay, labor in council room . 15.90
Smith Premier Co., repairs . . . .30
Pay-roll, street numbering . . . 155.47
P. D. Maloney, meals at polls, March
and November .... 8.50
Standard Time Co., clock, mayor's office, 6.00
Union Pub. Co., electrotyping city seal, 3.00
L. R. Wallis, gas burners . . . 5.00
Winnipesaukee Gas and Electric Light
Co., fixtures and gas . . . 11.52
Laconia Democrat, printing . . . 27.25
William Nelson, expenses ... .75
J. R. Smith, watering trough . . 6.00
A. W. Wilcox, teaming ... . .75
G. H. Clark, labor on house numbers . 26.50
G. H. Everett, postage . . . 13.00
A. J. Farrar, assessor, 1893 . . 200.00
A. S. Gordon, - •• . . . 200.00
i, 035. 46
LAND DAMAGES.
Bv resolution, i, 151. 52
Paid as follows :
CONCRETING CHURCH STREET. 35
Peter J. Cook, Joliet street . . . $151.64
B. S. Keniston, lowering grade Lincoln
and Garfield streets . . . . 125.00
R. H. Carter, Beacon street . . . 334.37
John T. Busiel, " 1.00
L. B. W. Avery, Woodland street . 2.00
E. Jennie Tibbetts, Center street . . 1.00
Sarah D. Ladd, ' l " 20.00
Gardner Cook, ' '*.'. 10.00
A. G. Folsorn, " - 10.00
C. & M. Railroad, Bay street extension, 1.00
Michael Long, Bay street . . . 1.00
Estate of Richard Hill, Brook court 25.00
C. W. Parshley, " " . 1.00
Thomas Ryan, " ik . 1.00
Harry Goodwin, k ' k - 1.00
E. F. Dean, " " . 1.00
E. G. Jewett, Highland street extension, 260.71
Estate of Isaac Jewett, Highland street
extension ...... 1.00
Desive Parent, Highland street extension, 1.00
Adelbard Ray, " " » . 1.00
Jerome Lavertue k " " " . 1.00




Balance carried to transfer account . 129.99
$2,870.01
Paid as follows :
L. M. Pike, concreting, . . . $2,853.73
W. M. Stevens, labor and supplies . 16.28
i, 870. 01
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GOLD STREET BRIDGE.
Amount brought from transfer account .
Paid as follows :
Gr. Cook & Son, lumber and supplies . $954.04
Pay rolls 221.69
A. R. Smith, stone .... 310.02
L. M. Pike, concreting .... 207.24
W. W. Thompson, labor and use of der-
rick 66.90
Cole Mfg. Co., supplies . . . 17.10
C. F. Locke, supplies .... 13.55
J. A. Simpson, inspecting old bridge . 3.00
Roads and bridges account, . . . 283.83
$2,077.37






Balance carried to transfer account . 67.02
$432.98
Paid as follows :
Pay rolls for labor .
A. G. Folsom, rent of park to Dec. 1,
1894
Street department, repairs and supplies
J. D. Meserve, blacksmith work
Laconia Lumber Works, supplies .






Paid as follows :
Everson & Liddle, on contract
Pay rolls ......
Street department, labor, supplies, etc. .
W. D. Huse, iron pipe, labor and supplies,
D. H. Andrews (Boston Bridge Works),
pipe bridge, etc.
John H. Dow, team work
Geo. W. Greenleaf, stone work on Mes
ser street .....
Josiah Norris, filling on Messer street
W. W. Thompson, stone work, Gold
street bridge
Laconia and Lake Village W. W
pipe and water for testing sewers
J. Boulia & Co., lumber
Cole Mfg. Co., labor and supplies
William Nelson, cash paid out
Belknap Iron and Brass Foundry, cast
ings ....
Charles F. Locke, supplies
G. Cook & Son, lumber
Frank M. Fitts Mfg. Co., mineral wool
Laconia Hardware Co., supplies
Charles E. Moulton, use of team
Laconia Lumber Works, lumber
Lougee Bros., canvas
J. P. Pitman & Co., window cord
W. M. Stevens, labor on brickwork
F. H. Davis, pattern work
H. H. Wood, shavings .
S. Thaxter & Son, thermometer
J. F. Harriman, stationery
C. E. Buzzell, supplies
Leroy Meserve, forging
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Dana Elliott, team work . . . $3.60
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., crayons . 3.00
Weeks Bros., printing .... 2.75
Geo. F. Dame, supplies . . . 2.77
U. G. Hall, team work . . . 2.00
C D. Robie & Co., wood . . . 1.65
C. & M. R. R., freight on wool . . 1.04
A. W. Wilcox, team work . . . .75
F. G. Berry, note books . . . .66
F. W. Story, paper .... .45
Laconia Car Co., supplies . . . .30
(Amount charged to city bond account), $28,425.50
Wards 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Amount of bond money unexpended,
February 16, 1894 .... $2,830.73
Balance carried to transfer account . 2,717.73
Paid as follows :
W. M. Stevens, house connections, Church
street . . .
W. M. Stevens, balance due on Gale ave-
$80.80
nue sewer .....
George Edwards, labor .
CITY ENGINEERING
S. B. Smith, rent of office,
Weeks Bros., printing blank forms, etc
Gilman Bros., team work
O. L. Philbrook, use of team while flush
iug sewers
Thos. Guay, cement, brick, etc.
Lucien Dow, wood
C. H. Andrews, labor, etc.
W. D. Huse, labor and supplies
L. R. Wallis, gas burners
D. P. Conant, tools
J. F. Harriman, letter file, etc.
William Nelson, cash paid out
Smith & Dickey, cement
Harvey S. Stone, labor on flush-tank
Winn. Gas and Electric Light Co., gas
Laconia Gas Co., gas .
Dana Elliott, team work
Laconia Hardware Co., supplies
Laconia Lumber Works, labor and stock
F. W. Story, pens
Geo. A. Sanders, labor and stock .
Estate of John Nichols, sand




























Received from city engineer for services, 19.29
Balance brought from transfer account . 126.06
Paid as follows :
Pay rolls $336.13
J. Boulia & Co., draughting table . . 35.00
Laconia Lumber Works, stakes . . 13.50
William Nelson, cash paid out . . 12.60
Keuffell & Esser Co., draughting paper . 11.50
J. T. Durham & Son, stone-bounds . 11.00
H. J. Brown, photographs of bridges . 7.00
5.35
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W. D. Huse, mending tapes, etc.
Laconia Hardware Co., supplies
Dana Elliott, team work
.
J. P. Pitman, level
F. H. Davis, level box,
Belknap Iron and Brass Foundry
ings





Laconia Gas Light Co., gas .
Boston Woven Hose Co., supplies




Leavitt & Elwell, coal .
G. W. Allen, supplies and repairs
C. D. Robie & Co., wood
G. M. Prescott & Co., labor and sup
plies .....
J. A. Jameson, straps and harness re
pairs .....
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies
C. G. Braxmar, badges
W. D. Huse, labor and supplies, 1893
E. H. Rand, steward
L. J. Lane, team ....
Laconia Hardware Co., supplies
Cornelius Callagan & Co., gong
Laconia Ice, Coal & Wood Co., fuel
H. F. Rublee & Son, repairs
G. W. Weeks & Co., freight and sup
plies .....
Weeks Bros., printing and stationery
Cole Mfg. Co., repairs .
Concord & Montreal Railroad, freight
G. E. Knowlton, teams, etc .
Lake Co., rent of laud .
C. F. Locke, supplies
F. O. Wallace, breakfast for firemen at
car shop fire ....
B. F. Drake, i"ent for Highland Hose
carriage to March 1, 1894 .
Laconia Lumber Works, lumber
Wardwell Electric & Mfg. Co., labor
C. E. Buzzell, labor and supplies .
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J. B. Smith, ladders
J. Boulia & Co., lumber
J. M. Girard, labor
Highways and bridges account, labor
G. F. Perkins, labor
H. G. Robie, labor
H. A. Rublee, labor
Orman T. Lougee, rubber coats
J. L. Foster, labor
J. F. Sanders, labor and supplies .
F. G. Sanders, services as fireman
Unitarian Church Society, use of bell
E. E. Cutting, labor
A. L. Davis, plans Weirs Hose house
John Hordley, painting,
Meserve & Johnson, blacksmith work
New England Gamewell Co., fire alarm
extension .....
J. F. Sanborn, blacksmith work
F. Z. Trombley, team work .
H. G. Whittier. services as bell-ringer
C. H. Corliss, labor
H. P. Dimond, labor
Foster & Sleeper, blue vitriol
Thomas J. Guay, supplies
Standard Time Co., striking fire alarm
A. D. Tatham, labor
A. W. Wilcox, team work
H. C. Batchelder, labor and supplies
H. E. Brawn & Son, labor and supplies
E. J. Dinsmore, supplies
Nelson Duoat, labor
Thomas Ham, land rent for hose house
L. & L. V. Water Works, water at en
gine house ....
Laconia Car Co., steam for fire alarm
G. H. Piper, labor






































POLICE AND WATCH. 43
POLICE AND WATCH.
Appropriation ..... $4,100.00
Received of city marshal for police serv-
ices 119.16
Balance brought from transfer account . 404.36
Paid as follows :
Pay-rolls $3,917.23
Laconia Gas Light Co., gas . . . 9.45
Winnipesaukee Gas and Electric Light
Co., gas and fixtures.... 5.00
C. H. Watson & Co., supplies . . 1.29
Laconia Ice, Coal and Wood Co., fuel
and supplies ..... 26.63
C. D. Robie & Co., wood . . . 18.76
J. F. Harriman & Co., books and station-
ery . . . . . . 5.65
H. K. W. Scott, sundry supplies . . 58.58
G. A. Cochran, labor .... 12.00
G. W. Simmons & Son, helmets . . 15.00
L. B. Woodman, team hire . . . 27.00
Philbrook Bros., " ... 21.25
Electric Time Co., clock . . . 151.97
Weeks Bros., printing and supplies . 22.00
F. A. Baker, team hire . . . 5.00
O. T. Brown, jailor's fees . . . 12.00
H. F. Rublee & Son, repairs . . 1.60
Novelty Job Print, printing . . . 5.00
Walter F. Thompson, helmet . . 3.00
F. O. Wallace, meals for prisoners . 18.80
O. F. Building Association, rent of po-
lice room ...... 151.72
David H. Taylor, police services, Weirs, 45.50
G. W. Weeks & Co., use of team . 3.50
W. Davis, labor on clock . . . 4.20
N. E. Tel. and Tel. Co., telephone ser-
vice ....... 48.60
G. A. Sanders, labor and supplies . 5.43
$4,623.52
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F. A. Bailey, car fares .
O. G. Wheeler, "
E. L. Cram, supplies
F. J. Cunningham, labor
O. F. Lougee, supplies .
O. H. Lewis, meals for prisoners
L. R. Wallis, gas fixtures
J. P. Atkinson, supplies
H. E. Brawn & Son, supplies
G. H. Mitchell, supplies
J. L. Moore & Son, supplies
Laconia Lumber Works, lumber

















Received for fines, etc.
Balance carried to transfer account
Paid as follows
:
G. F. Mallard, rent of office
Lewis, Vaughan & Co., printing .
T. W. Thompson, associate justice
J. F. Harriman, stationery .














Balance carried to transfer account . 4.60
$195.40
DOG LICENSES. 45
Paid as follows :
Electric Lighting Co., lights for illumi-
nated clock $85.40
W. D. Heath, care of illuminated clock, 50.00





Deficiency brought from transfer account,
Paid as follows :
Laconia Electric Light Co., to Feb. 16
1895 ....
H. A. Webster, care of oil lamps
E. L. Cram, supplies
C. F. Locke, glass, etc.
G. W. Weeks & Co., supplies
G. F. Dame, glass, etc.
H. E. Brawn & Son, labor and supplies














Amount received for licenses
Balauce carried to transfer account (for
school fund) . . . . .
Paid as follows :
Albert Colby, for killing dogs
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SUPPORT OF POOR.
Appropriation ..... $400.00
Deficiency brought from transfer account 390.97
Paid as follows
:
A. Tucker, aid to J. J. and M. A. Sev-
erance ......
A. Tucker, cash paid . . . .
J. P. Atkinson, aid to J. F. Davis
" George Stark
k * " Laurence Whelen
State Industrial School, aid to Edward
O'Connell
State Industrial School, aid to "Willie
Shastauy .....
State Industrial School, aid to Lena Les
sard ......












Elwell & Marsh, aid to George Stark
kk tk Phoebe Fortier
Laconia Ice, Coal & Wood Co., aid to
Laurence Whelen
E. R. Phillips, undertaker, coffins, etc.
for Delisle children
E. R. Phillips, undertaker, coffin, etc.
for Delvina Boirin
J. N. Letourneau, aid to Phoebe Fortier
Thomas Clare, digging grave
J. J. Ladd, services and hearse
































Deficiency brought from transfer account, 16.25
Paid as follows :
L. & L. V. Water Works Co.
LAKE COMPANY CASES.
By resolution (chargeable to Ward 6)







Balance carried to transfer account
Paid as follows :
W. H. True, paid for supplies, labor,
etc. .......
Plummer & Thompson, medicine, vaccine
points, etc. ....
0. H. Piper, labor
U. G-. Perry, labor
Weeks Bros., printing .
G. A. Sanders, washboiler












Paid as follows :
L. M. Gould, printing .... 6.50







Paid as follows :
Drake Post, No. 36





Paid as follows :














Deficiency brought from transfer account 183.14
Paid as follows :
C. A. Busiel, mayor, 6 months
J. B. Moore, city clerk, balance for 1893,
S. C. Frye, city clerk, to date
S. B. Cole, treasurer, balance for 1893
A. W. Dinsmoor, treasurer, 9 months
S. S. Jewett, solicitor, in full
F. G. Berry, street commissioner, balance
for 1893
F. G. Berry, city engineer, balance for
1893
C. E. Buzzell, street commissioner to
date ......
Wm. Nelson, supt. of sewers, to date
Wm. Nelson, city engineer, to date















G. H. Everett, tax collector June 1,
1893, to March 1, 1895 . . . $849.49
F. M. Beckford, police judge, to Jan. 1,
1895 625.00
G. H. Everett, special police justice . 94.00
M. B. Plummer, police clerk, to Jan. 1,
1895 218.05
J. G. Quimby, city physician, to date . 50.00
J. L. Moore, assessor .... 302.50
S. S. Ayer, assessor .... 330.00
E. F. Burleigh, assessor . . . 203.50
G. A. Sanders, chief engineer . . 100.00
F. A. Wadley, fish and game warden,
March, 1893—March, 1895 . . 50.00
C. H. Corliss, fish and game warden . 25.00
W. H. True, health officer, to Jan. 1,
1895 139.00
D. L. Davis, health officer, to Jan. 1,
1895 62.50
F. F. Elkins, health officer, to Jan. 1,
1895 32.50
J. P. Atkinson, overseer of poor, bal-
ance 1893 10.42
A. Tucker, overseer of poor to date . 75.00
H. W. Carey, overseer of poor to date . 75.00
Board of education .... 150.00
R. N. Dana, supervisor, March and No-
vember, 1894 . . . . 62.00
E. A. Badger, supervisor, March and
November, 1894 .... 62.00
C. E. Buzzell, supervisor, March and
November, 1894 .... 62.00
H. O. Burleigh, supervisor, March and
November, 1894 .... 60.00
J. P. Morin, supervisor, March and No-
vember. 1894 . . • . . . 58.00
E. P. Osgood, supervisor, March and
November, 1894 .... 67.00
IV
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Ballot inspectors (24) November elec-
tion, 1894 $48.00
Pay-roll of moderators, clerks, and select-
men, 1894 132.00
1,908.14




School District No. 1, notes and interest $9,082.92
Town of Laconia, " " 38,492.39
Amount transferred to Laconia city
bond account .... $47,575.31
Town of Gilford.
Paid as follows :
School District No. 13, note . . . $1,200.00
Town of Gilford, note indebtedness, . 14,002.44
Amount transferred to Laconia city
bond account .... $15,202.44
Interest on City Notes.
Paid as follows :
Interest on city notes .... $2,514.66
Deficiency brought from transfer account, 2,514.66
Interest Account, Wards 1, 2, 5, 4, 5.
Appropriation $2,000.00
Amount carried to transfer account . 2,000.00
Interest Account, Ward 6.
Appropriation ..... $1,500.00
Amount carried to transfer account . 1,500.00
HECAPITULATION. 51
RECAPITULATION.
Paid as follows :
State tax $9,210.00
County tax 14,153.68
Highways and bridges • 26,506.27
Schools 25,774.07
School-house improvements . . . 4,404.20
Miscellaneous expenses . . . 5,035.46
Land damages ..... 3,151.52
Concreting sidewalks and crossings . 3,901.52
Concreting Church street . . . 2,870.01
Gold street bridge .... 1,977.37
Parks and commons .... 432.98
Sewer account, Ward 6 . . . . 28,425.50
Sewer account, Wards 1,2, 3, 4, 5 . 113.00
Sewer maintenance .... 3,637.15
City engineering ..... 445.35
Fire department ..... 7,953.56
Police and watch 4,623.52
Police court ...... 185.75
City clocks 195.40
Street lighting 8,416.64
Damages to domestic animals . . 3.50
Support of poor ..... 790.97
Hydrant service ..... 2,416.25
Lake Company, judgments . . . 10,172.66
Health department .... 83.84
Public libraries 1,200.00
Memorial day 250.00
Tax rebate ...... 70.26
Salary account ..... 8,908.14
Town and district notes and interest,
Laconia...... 47,575.31
Town and district notes, interest, Gilford 15,202.44
Interest on city of Laconia notes . . 2,514.66
-$240,600.98
Transfers in certain departments will account for the differ-
ence between the amounts as given in the recapitulation and
those in the treasurer's report.




Town of Laconia sewer bonds, 4 per
cent $65,000.00
Citv of Laconia sewer and funding
bonds, 4 per cent. . . . 115,000.00
Ward six coupon notes,3£ percent., 15,000.00
Total funded debt..... $195,000.00
FLOATING DEBT.
Due on city of Laconia notes
Due Everson & Liddle on sewei
contract ....
Due on appropriation for soldiers
monument, 1884
Due on canal appropriation .
Due John R. Champlin, land dam
age
Due Mrs. Gordon Burleigh, land
damage ....
Due A. G. Folsom and G. Cook
land damage
Due Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wilcox,
land damage
Due Concord & Montreal R. R.
land damage
Due Gardner Cook, land damage
1894 ....

















Cash in treasury, Feb. 16, 1895 . $710.67
Due from F. S. Cawley's tax list,
1892 ..... 85.17
Due from G. H. Everett on S. J.
Lamprey's tax list, 1892 . . 335.90
Due from G. H. Everett's tax list,
1893 563.68
Due from G. H. Everett's tax list,
1894 17,778.16
Due from L. & L. street railway,
for concreting .... 467.83
Due from Winnipesaukee Gas and
Electric Light Co. . . . 100.00
Due from Laconia Car Co., con-
creting crossing . . . 21.45
Due from miscellaneous sources,
reported by street commissioner, 45.10
Due from Gilford tax lists :
Due from Levi Gove on J. P.
Whittier's tax list, 1884 . . $184.64
Due from C. A. George's tax list,
1888 140.74
Due from S. S. Ayer's tax list, 1889 65.28
Due from G. P. Munsey's tax list,
1890 63.89
Due from E. H. Blaisdell's tax list,
1890 277.19
Due from E. H. Blaisdell's tax list,
1891 475.07
Due from G. P. Munsey's tax list,
1891 221.05
Due from N. L. Taylor's tax list,
1892 765.25
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RECAPITULATION.
Funded debt .... $195,000.00
Floating debt .... 33,510.75
$228,510.75
Available assets, value on books .... 22,788.72




REPORT OF THE CITY CLERK.
To the City Council of Laconia :
The following is an account of the amounts of money collected




Female dogs, 42 at $5 $210.00
Male dogs, 393 at $2 786.00
Male dogs licensed for nine months, two at $1.50 . 3.00
Male dogs licensed for six months, five at $1.00 . . 5.00
$1,004.00
Less fees deducted by clerk, 442 at 20 cents . . 88.40
Amount paid city treasurer...... $915.60
OTHER LICENSES.
Billiard and pool tables, 17 at $10 . . . . $170.00
Showmen, &c 82.00
Hawkers, peddlers, &c. ...... 25.00
Amount paid city treasurer ..... $277.00
Respectfully submitted,
S. C. FRYE, City Clerk.
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR.
Laconia, N. H., Feb. 15, 1895.
To the City Council of Laconia :
I herewith submit a report of my official acts as tax collector for
the city of Laconia, from Feb. 15. 1894, to Feb. 15, 1895 :
Received of Sylvester J. Lamprey.
Uncollected tax list for 1892 $911.53
Abated taxes on 1892 list 338.70
1572.83
Collected on 1892 list 236.93
Balance due on 1892 list $335.90
Interest collected on 1892 list $34.38
Balance due Feb. 15, 1894, on 1893 list, wards 1, 2, 3,
4,5 $11,543.42
Amount collected on 1893 list, Wards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . 10,441.89
$1,101.53
Amount abated on 1893 list, Wards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . . 754.34
Balance due .... , $347.19
Amount interest collected 1893 list. Wards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 $332.13
TAX COLLECTOR. 59
Balance clue Feb. 15, 1894, on 1893 list, Ward 6 . $4,587.81
Amount collected on 1893 list, Ward 6 . . . 3,868.22
SUMMARY.
$719.59
Amount abated on 1893 list. Ward 6 . . . . 503.10
Balance due on 1893 list, Ward 6 .... $216.49
Interest collected on 1893 list, Ward 6 $131.10
Amount tax list for year 1894 $94,496.34
Added taxes 581.00
$95,077.34
Amount collected on 1894 list 75,967.45
$19,109.89
Amount abated on 1894 list ..... 1,331.73
Balance due city ...... $17,778.16
Amount interest collected ...... $75.99
Wbole amount collected during the year . . $90,514.49
Whole amount interest collected during the year . . 573.60
Whole amount abatements during the year . . . 2,927.87




REPORT OF STREET COMMISSIONER.
To the City Council of Laconia :
It becomes my duty as street commissioner to submit a report
of the work done under my supervision for the last eleven
months. I took charge of the department April 1, 1894. My
predecessor having been in charge six weeks after his report
was rendered, I render account of bills approved by him during
that time.
During the year there has been much work of a permanent
character completed, such as the building of the approach to
Gold Street bridge ; building River street wall ; Edgewater
avenue ; Jefferson street ; new street from Union avenue to
Ransom Coburn's place in the Avery field ; fill on Adams street
;
completing Joliet street fill ; building wall and putting Oak
street to grade and the large fill at the Weirs, the cost of which
I will render a complete statement. There has also been several
important additions to the system of surface sewers, an item-
ized statement of the cost of which is herewith presented. I
have painted the iron bridge at the Weirs, at a cost of $ 64.18.
All streets and highways within the city limits have been
cleared of bushes during the past year. Although the expense
has been considerable, a large saving has been made thereby in
the item of the cost of breaking roads, as the snow does not drift
as badly as when the highways were lined with bushes. I have
repaired Elm and Mill street bridges. Your attention is called
to the fact that the city has seven wooden bridges, all of
which, save one, will be subject to extensive repairs in the
near future.
STREET DEPARTMENT. 61
Last fall the city put in 500 feet of house sewer on the Vet-
erans' grounds at the Weirs, and the pipe is on the ground for
the completion of the work.
At its completion the city will be entitled to one half of the
appropriation of $3,000, allowed by the state for water and
sewers at the Weirs. During my term of office there have been
bought one new road-machine and two snow-rollers, all of which
have been of material advantage in the matter of the saving of
expense for labor. Every street outside the thickly settled
portions has been " turnpiked" and made a first-class driveway
;
but these streets will not take care of themselves.
Right here let me quote Capt. Orvis A. Brown in his address
before the convention of the National League for Good Roads,
held at Washington, D. C, January 17, 1893. He says : "The
great point in having good roads is the care of them after they
are made. This is not expensive, but it is every day work.
It is absolutely necessary to have good roads that someone
should look after them after the}7 are built ; especially during
and following a rain, that the water may be kept off as far as is
possible.
"Again, money collected to build roads should not be consid-
ered as a tax ; it is as buying what we need.
"A road (and the better it is the cheaper will transportation
be on it) is as necessary to transportation as a horse, vehicle,
or harness. The latter, then, should be relieved as much as
possible of wear and breakage, and the road (cheaper than
vehicles and teams to keep in good order) should receive the
least possible damage, by making it so as to resist wear."
The city of Lacouia has over 67 miles of streets, consequently
it requires constant care to keep them in suitable repair safe
for travel. I would recommend that the city purchase a 12-ton
steam roller, even if it has to be paid for out of the annual
appropriation. In my opinion it would be a good investment,
as we could then get some benefit from our stone crusher (which
the city has never used), and by doing a small amount of
macadamizing every year we should soon have all our streets
macadamized at a great saving of expense.
I would state that nearly one thousand dollars of the regular
appropriation was required to prepare Church and Beacon
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streets for the concrete. Several petitions for new highways
have been referred to the next city government, which, if





Bills approved by F. G. Berry, Feb. 15, 1894, to March 24,
1894:
Pay-roll for two weeks ending February
24, 1894 $1,174.31
Pay-roll for two weeks ending March 10,
1894 454.47
Pay-roll for two weeks ending March 24,
1894 422.51
S2.051.29
Paid Dr. H. A. Dow, veterinary attendance $6.00
G. Cook & Son, lumber . . . 5.80
Meserve & Johnson, blacksmiths . 40.00
Wm. H. Jewett, hay . . . 9.60
P. C. Lamprey, medicine . . .70
J. F. Sanborn, storage . . . 1.00
Est. J. H. Tilton, supplies . . 36.50
J. A. Jameson, rep. harness . . 13.75
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies . . 9.07
Morrill & Brown, grain . . . 21.08
E. P. Osgood, stock and labor . 14.25
John B. Jewett, hay . . . 127.68
Laconia Ice, Coal & Wood Co., straw 9.74
E. Hodgdon, blacksmith . . . 7.57
B. S. George 3.00
G. W. Allen, rep. harness . . .85
$306.59
F. R. Adams, supplies ...... .70
C. F. Locke, nails, &c 4.20
C. W. Pickering, stone 3.00
$2,365.78
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Cash received for street waste, labor, &c.
1894.
Apr.
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By 12 in. pipe taken up




Stone, 125 feet .
Curbing, 10 feet
Steps, 4 sets






Netv Street, Elm to Washington (Jefferson Street).
Labor, men and teams
Powder and tools






Man and team .
Labor ....
Sharpening tools
Powder, dynamite, and fuse













Cost of River Street Wall.
Labor, including derrick, teaming, and stone
work
Coping, 300 feet






Paid for cutting bushes in six wards .
Stock and painting Weirs bridge
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Ward 1.
Property at Weirs in care of W. A. Tobyne
1 road machine ....
3 hoes, 5 shovels ....
2 snow shovels, wooden, 4 snow shovels
steel .....
3 picks, 1 grub hoe
1 rake, 2 steel bars
2 bush hooks, 2 bush scythes and snaths
1 handaxe, 1 handsaw .
1 nail hammer, 1 broom, 3 lanterns
1 fork wrench, 1 stone hammer
1 wheelbarrow, 1 tool box
1 snow roller ....
Property in care of C. T. Prescott
:
2 forks, 2 grub hoes
2 bush scythes and snaths
1 hatchet, 2 axes .
5 picks, 8 spades
4 hoes, 4 drills
8 shovels (5 large, 3 small)
2 bush hooks, 1 handsaw, 1 stone hammer
1 rake, 1 nail hammer, 1 whetstone
1 mattock, 1 iron grate, 1 sod cutter
8 pick handles, 1 can powder
1 tool box .....


























Total amount Ward 1 .....
Wards 2, 3, h and 5.
Property :
Land on Gilford avenue . . . $125.00
Land and buildings on Water street . 3,100.00
5 horses 1,000.00
5 harnesses and set lead reins . . 109.00
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Property :
9 sand pails and 8 straps
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Property :
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Due for street waste .......
SEWER DEPARTMENT.
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SEWERS.
To the City Council of Laconia :
In accordance with my appointment, I have the honor to sub-
mit herewith the fourth annual report of the department of
sewers for the year ending February 15, 1895.
SEWER MAINTENANCE.
RECEIPTS.
House connections reported to Feb. 15, 1894, Wards
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
Additions to Feb. 15, 1895, Wards 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5,
11 " Ward 6
Whole number Feb. 15, 1895 .
Received for 75 permits
" use of sewerage pump
Paid city treasurer, as per receipts in
hands of city clerk ....
Appropriation for 1894
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EXPENDITURES.
Paid for labor ....
SEWER DEPARTMENT. 75
Paid Josiah Norris, for filling on Messer
street $225.00
Paid land damage for temporary road
from Union avenue to Mechanic street, 47.57
Paid supplies, iron pipe, etc. . . 620.16
Paid for stationery, printing, etc. . . 6.01
Paid for team work . . . . 313.35
Paid care fares and expenses . . 34.85
Total $28,425.50
RECAPITULATION.
Reported to Feb. 16, 1895, construction,
Wards 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 . . . $113.00
Reported to Feb. 16, 1895, maintenance, 3,637.15
$3,750.15
Reported to Feb. 16, 1895, construction Ward 6 . 28,425.50
Total amount expended for sewers for year ending
Feb. 16, 1895 $32,175.65
Total amount expended previous to Feb. 16, 1894 . 80,903.75
Total amount expended for sewers to Feb. 16, 1895 $113,079.40
Amount expended by Wards 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 . 76,186.42
Amount expended for Ward 6 $36,892.98
Amount due Everson & Liddle, subject to reduction
for repairs $14,461.75
Amount due city from Winnipesaukee Gas & Elec-
tric Light Co 100.00
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MAINS AND LATERALS AS CONSTRUCTED TO DATE.
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The system of sewers constructed during the year 1891 is
giving perfect satisfaction, no stoppages of any kind having
occurred during the past year. In flushing out the system and
preparing it for the coming winter, some trouble was found,
caused by roots of elm trees that had found their way into the
pipe through a very small hole in the cement at the bottom of a
joint, and after once getting inside they had grown very fast,
filling the sewer about three quarters full. This would have
stopped the flow of sewerage had it not been for the flush tank
discharging with sufficient force to keep everything compara-
tively clean. A few of the flush tanks have been cracked some-
what by the action of the frost, but in general the expense of
repairs has been very small. The new plumbing ordinance
adopted last year is giving universal satisfaction. Since its
meaning has been made plain to the public, no trouble of any
kind has been experienced by this department iu its enforcement.
The contract for sewers in ward six, let to Messrs. Everson
and Liddle of Providence, R. I., has been completed with the
exception of a few repairs and alterations to be made in the
spring.
I am confident that this system will prove to be a first class
job in every respect, although the pecuniary profits to the con-
tractors must have been exceedingly small.
The cost of this work was largely increased by the filling of a
portion of Messer street and the building of retaining walls,
and it is my firm belief that a portion of this cost should have
been charged to the street department. A part of this street
still remains to be filled, for which a contract should be signed
in the spring.
Connections with this system were commenced October 24,
1894, and about thirty-five buildings are receiving the benefit of
the same during this present winter.
I wish to take this opportunity to express my thanks to Mr.
W. H. Chapman and to Mr. Forrest G. Berry, who, by their
integrity and faithful attention to duties intrusted to them, have
made it possible for me to successfully complete this system at
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a cost that will compare very favorably with work done in other
places of the same character.
To the members of the council, and to his Honor, the mayor,
I would like to express my appreciation for the courtesy and





REPORT OF THE CITY ENGINEER.
To the City Council of Laconia
:
I herewith submit the second annual report of this depart-
ment for the year ending Feb. 15, 1895.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, 1894 .... $300.00
From Masonic Temple association, for
engineering services . . $15.90
Crane Manuf'g Co., for drawing-
paper ..... 2.39
Building and Loan association, for
surveying wood . . . 1.00
Paid city treasurer as per receipts in
hands of city clerk .... 19.29
Total
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CONCLUSION.
The reason for the over-drawing of this account was owing
in part to the amount paid for labor giving the new gas com-
pany a location for their pipes, and also for filing the returns of
new streets laid out by the City Council after the money in this
department had been expended.
The demands upon this office for information concerning
street lines and grades have steadily increased, and there can
be no doubt that the work in this direction will still increase
very rapidly for the next ten years.
The location of nearly all the streets laid out previous to the
year 1890 is almost indeterminate, and to be called upon by an
abutting land owner for the location of the lines of a street,
returned in the old town records as starting from a point oppo-
site a house and running southerly to a spotted tree that passed
out of existence twenty years ago, places the head of this
department in a position somewhat embarrassing.
At the time when most of the streets now in use were located,
the value of the land crossed was very small, in some cases was
considered almost nothing. To-day the abutting property
owners justly feel that a strip of land taken from what they
always supposed was theirs is not only a loss to them, but that
it is somewhat unjust. Most of the older surveys were made with
a compass and chain, and were at that time and are to-day con-
sidered fairly accurate, if the most probable error of closure
in the work was not more than one in three hundred. Modern
city practice requires it to be not more than one in one thou-
sand, and in general should average less than one in five
thousand. It is almost impossible to retrace an old street line
without causing more or less trouble on one side or the other.
In view of the above facts I would respectfully recommend
that a committee on surveys be appointed by the mayor, con-
sisting of the mayor and two members of the city council, to
act in conjunction with the city engineer in establishing and
permanently marking the boundaries and grades of all the
streets and highways in this city, and that they be granted all
the power and authority possible under the laws of the state of
New Hampshire and the ordinances of the city of Laconia.
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A little of this work done each year will make it possible
sometime in the future to make a correct and complete map of
the city that will not only be of benefit to the board of assess-
ors, but will greatly assist the heads of all departments in the





REPORT OF THE CITY MARSHAL.
To the City Council of Laconia
:
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to submit the annual report
of the police department ending February 15, 1895.







Keeping spirituous liquor for sale
Keeping malt liquor for sale .
Common seller of spirituous liquor












Telling fortunes for money
1893.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Assault on an officer
Assault with inteut to kill
Accessory to an aggravated assault




False statement of distance travelled with team,




Throwing stones at railroad train
















DISPOSED OF AS FOLLOWS :
Brought before the court
Paid fine and costs ....
Committed to the house of correction for non
payment ......
Committed to the house of correction upon sen
tence .......
Committed to jail upon sentence
Committed to jail for non-payment
Committed to jail in default of bail
Furnished bonds for appearance at suprem
court ......
Appealed to supreme court
Complaints placed on file
Nol-prossed ......
Complaints dismissed ....
Discharged by the court....
Discharged without being brought before the
court ......
Committed to state industrial school
Cases unsettled .....
302
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INCIDENTAL SERVICES.
"Whole number of persons furnished lodg
Complaints investigated .
Obstructions removed from streets .
Disturbances quelled without arrest
Stores found open and secured
Dangerous sidewalks reported
Nuisances abated ....
Teams stabled at expense of owners
Nuisance reported to the board of health
Vicious dogs, notice served to owners
Dogs killed .....
Lost children restored .
Assisted out of town officers .
Fire alarms given ....
;ings
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officers, and I believe the number should be increased, care
being taken in their selection, so as to cover the localities not
already furnished with an officer. Their appointment is no
expense to the city, and is a strong factor in preserving the
peace and otherwise assisting the regular officers.
POLICE STATION.
I would again call the attention of the city council to the
necessity of providing a more suitable station for the depart-
ment, and I am frank to say I believe the citizens in general are
m favor of the construction of a building both for the police
and fire departments. Chief Engineer Sanders's recommenda-
tion to the effect that such a building be erected, meets with my
hearty approval, and I respectfully recommend the appropria-
tion of $5,000 in addition to the $15,000 recommended by
Chief Sanders, which amount ought to be sufficient to erect a
building that would meet the requirements of the city for many
years to come.
CONCLUSION.
By reference to the detailed report of arrests it will be seen
that there has been no crime of a very serious nature committed
in the city during the past year. This is commendable, and
reflects credit upon the community. I would say that during
my connection with the department I have endeavored to ad-
minister the affairs of my office faithfully, impartially, and
economically. How well I have succeeded, however, is for the
good people of Laconia to decide. I wish to extend my thanks
to his honor Mayor Busiel and the members of the city council
for the many acts of kindness and assistance they have rendered
the department ; to Assistant Marshal Bailey and all the officers
who have so ably assisted me, my thanks are due. I would
acknowledge my obligatious to the committee on police, Coun-
cilmen Tetley, Drake, and Kellogg, Judge F. M. Beckford, Asso-
ciate Justice G. H. Everett, and Clerk M. B. Plummer for the
courteous treatment received at their hands, also to City Solici-
tor S. S. Jewett, whose wise counsel has been of great value
to me. Respectfully submitted :
HENRY K. W. SCOTT,
City Marshal.
























Cash received for fines .
"• Wk ik court fees .
officers' fees
civil court .





Cash paid out as follows :
Cash paid city treasurer, A. W. Dinsmoor, $1,729.72
Cash paid Frank J. Brown, one half fines
and complaints ..... 501.01
Cash paid Lester Philbrook, officers' fees, 213.17
Cash paid W. B. Fellows, one half fines
and costs . . . . . . 83.00
Cash paid Clias. R. Davis, one half fines, 30.00
for witness fees . . . 16.43
Cash paid O. H. Daniels, one half fine
and officers' fee .... 15.86
Cash paid H. L. Wilkinson, keeper and
assistance ...... 8.00
Cash paid O. H. Lewis, service and ar-
rest 6.62
Cash paid J. L. Batchelder, one half fine, 5.00
- { R. L. Bean, officers' fees . 5.11
Cash paid W. S. Peaslee, complaints and
warrants ...... 4.50
Cash paid C. F. Hoyt, service aud arrest, 3.25
- •' E. E. Cutting, " 3.62
N.J.Dyer, compl't aud warrant, 1.50
Eli Gagne, interpreter . . 1.00
•• Tony Carrio, '• . . 1.00
• w A. W. Wilcox, carting liquor, 1.50
$2,630.28




REPORT OF CITY SOLICITOR.
To the City Council of Laconia:
I have the honor to submit my report, it being the second
annual report of the law department of the city.
Of the litigated cases in which the city was interested, men-
tioned in my last report, the following have been disposed of,
viz. : Cases numbers 466, 497, 540, 583, 635, and 659, on the
equity docket of the supreme court for Belknap county, were
petitions for abatement of taxes assessed by the town of Gil-
ford on that portion of said town now comprising Ward six.
In these cases the decree of the court was for an abatement of
a portion of the tax, and the amount due from the city to the
Lake Company has been paid.
The case of Laconia & Lake Village Horse Railroad against
Laconia and Gilford, which was a bill in equity brought at the
March term of the supreme court, 1893, for an injunction to
restrain the defendants from the alleged obstructing of the
tracks of the railroad, has been dismissed, and the same may
be said of the case of James L. Dixon against the city and
Forrest G. Berry and Lydia J. Bartlett against the city.
In the case Peter J. Cook against Joseph L. Robinson, which
was an action brought by the plaintiff agaiust the defendant,
who was employed in 1892 in the building of a new street, to
recover damages for alleged trespass in the construction of the
street, the plaintiff claimed a larger amount of damages than,
in the judgment of the city council, the land taken for use in
the construction of the highway was worth. No settlement
was therefore made, and a trial was had in the spring of 1894,
and damages of a less amount than that claimed were awarded
by the court, which have been paid by the city.
The petition of the Winnipiseogee Lake Cotton & Woolen Man-
ufacturing Company for abatement of taxes assessed in the year
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1893 is still pending in court, and a like petition for abatement
of taxes for the year 1894 is also pending. A date for trial
has been fixed, and these cases will probably be disposed of
within a short time.
The case of Charles A. Jewett against the city, being a peti-
tion for assessment of damages claimed on account of an
alleged change of the grade of Garfield street in the summer
of 1892, has been tried, but no judgment has yet been ren-
dered. At the September term, 1894, of the supreme court
for Belknap county, a petition was filed by Rose E. Colby for
alleged damages to her land on Union avenue by reason of
an alleged change of grade in said avenue. The matter was
referred to the county commissioners, and a partial hearing
has been had.
There has also been recently filed in court by Messrs. Gard-
ner and Addison G. Cook, of Laconia, an appeal in the matter
of the laying out of an extension of Bay street, as well as from
the damages assessed in said laying out. This appeal will be
in order for disposal, by reference to the county commissioners,
at the March term of the supreme court, 1895.
At the September term, 1894, of the supreme court for Bel-
knap county, there were entered several cases wherein the town
of Gilford was plaintiff and various parties defendant, involv-
ing claims of the town of Gilford for taxes collected and uncol-
lected before the incorporation of the city. These cases also
involve a construction of the city charter by the court. None
of them have as yet been tried.
Various other suits have been brought by different people
where the city has or may be interested as trustee or other-
wise.
As I suggested in my last report, the uniting of practically
two towns under a city government brings about a vast deal of
work to perfect the machinery of municipal government and
bring everything into perfect working order. It cannot all be
done in one year or two years, but I feel warranted in saying that
up to this time very many legal questions which have arisen
have been satisfactorily met and attended to. Outside of liti-
gated cases numberless questions have arisen demanding legal
opinions.
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To the duties of the office I have given ray best attention,
with the earnest desire to faithfully fulfil the duty imposed
upon me.
I again desire to express to the various city officers, to the
members of the council, and his honor the mayor, my sincere
appreciation for their kindness and confidence.
Very respectfully submitted :
STEPHEN S. JEWETT,
City Solicitor.
REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH.
To the City Council of Laconia
:
Gentlemen: We have the honor of submitting the following
report of the sanitary work for the year ending February 15,
1895:
Nuisances abated
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of pine, and readily absorbs and retains matter deleterious to
the public health. If a city closet, or closets, are necessary,
we advise that they be constructed in such places and of such
materials that the public health will not be endangered thereby.
We believe that the rules and regulations of the board, as
approved by the mayor and council and posted by us, have
been respected and obeyed by the public at large, and we desire
to express our thanks to all for the support and hearty coopera-
tion we have received during the year just closed.
We have given prompt attention to all complaints, and have
remedied all evils, so far as lay within our power, without
resort to the courts, and have, we believe, acted within the
provisions of the statutes and of the rules prescribed by the
state board of health.
We are confident that the sanitary conditions of the city
to-day are in as good condition, excepting the water-closet
before referred to, as could be reasonably expected, and will,
we believe, compare favorably with any other city in New
Hampshire.
Hoping that we may not be charged with egotism, we refer
with much pride to our efforts in suppressing that dreaded dis-
ease, scarlet-fever. The fact that no new cases cropped out
demonstrates beyond the power of contradiction that the meth-
ods adopted and used by us were efficacious in suppressing the
disease, and that any and all expense incurred was as nothing
when compared with the benefits received. In the absence of
serious epidemics, we think from five to six hundred dollars are






W. H. True, Secretary.
Dated at Laconia, this 15th day of February, 1895.
REPORT OF CITY PHYSICIAN.
To the City Council of Laconia
:
It should be a cause of gratification to every citizen of Laco-
nia to know that during the industrial depression we are now
undergoing, so few of our citizens have been obliged to ask
aid of the city in this department.
No sickness of importance has come under our care in the
year just past. We have been especially free from epidemics
of contagious disease.
What few cases of scarlatina, diphtheria, and typhoid fever
have appeared have been early recognized aud properly isolated,
usually confining the disease to the household in which it origi-
nated.
In view of the recent discovery of anti-toxine as a preventive
and cure of diphtheria, I would recommend that the city be
prepared to test its merits whenever occasion presents itself.
If it gives one half the benefit claimed for it by its supporters,
it would seem like negligence on our part not to have a suitable
supply of anti-toxine at baud for use whenever diphtheria ap-
pears.
There have been about seventy-five school children who have
applied for and received vaccination from this office. There
are many more now attending school unvaccinated. If vaccina-
tion is good for one it is necessary for all. Many parents un-
wisely object to vaccination in the colder months. It seems to
me that this can be easily overcome. Our school regulations
allow classes to be formed at the beginning of the fall and sum-
mer terms only. There is certainly time enough for parents who
intend to send children to school to have them vaccinated. I
would recommend that a rigid enforcement of the law be had,
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and that no child be allowed to attend a single session until he
has a certificate of vaccination, approved by the board of
health. I congratulate the city on the completion of the sewer
in Ward six. With our excellent water-supply, complete sewer-
age and an efficient board of health, I see no reason why sick-
ness cannot be reduced to a minimum as far as sanitary precau-
tions are concerned.
Respectfully submitted :
J. G. QUIMBY, M. D.,
City Physician.
REPORT OF CITY LIQUOR AGENT.
To the City Council of Laconia :
I herewith transmit my report of the transactions of this
office from February 16, 1894, to February 15, 1895, inclusive.
On hand Feb. 16, 1894:
Liquors ....
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Liquors on hand ..... $539.03
POOR DEPARTMENT.
REPORT OF THE OVERSEER OF THE POOR
WARDS 2, 3, 4, 5.
Laconia, N. H., Feb. 15, 1895.
To the City Council of Laconia:
H. W. Carey, Overseer of Poor,
In account toitli
. City of Laconia, Wards 2, 3, 4, 5.
Amount paid during the year, for an itemized account
of which see elsewhere in this report . . . $593.46
The care of the worthy poor of our city has been a trying
question the past year, for two reasons, viz. : first, the distress-
ingly hard times which have been growing worse continually,
and the difficulty in discriminating between the undeserving and
those who are truly destitute.
In the former we have labored vigorously to keep within the
appropriation for this department, and as to the latter a thorough
investigation has been prosecuted in each case to ascertain the
exact condition of all those applying for aid.
The bill, as will be seen, from the State Industrial School is
much larger this year than formerly, on account of two new
members having been sent there from this city within the year.
Also a pauper family has been transferred from the county to
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the city, which has helped to swell the bill. On the other hand
the city has been relieved of two paupers the past two mouths,
while the expenses of the others have beeu reduced to the mini-
mum.
As to the expenses for the coming year, we see no reason why





Laconia, N. H., Feb. 10, 1895.
REPORT OF A. TUCKER, OVERSEER OF POOR WARDS
1 AND 6.
To City Council of Laconia
:
1895.
Feb. 10. To cash received of city of Laconia, $158.85
1894. Cr.
Mar. 23. Paid J.J. Severence, aid Mary A. Severence, $23.85
April 30. " " » " 20.00
May 28. " ' l k ' < l 20.00
July 30. " tk " " 20.00
Sept. 24. " " " •• 20.00
Dec. 81. " " " " 30.00
1895.




Overseer Poor, Wards 1 and 6.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEER.
To the City Council of Laconic/,:
In compliance with the laws and ordinance of the city, I
herewith submit my annual report of the department, giving a
complete record of the operation of the department for the year
ending February 15, 1895, with a detailed statement of the
fires and alarms that have been responded to, together with the
causes of such fires as far as the same have been ascertained,
with the amount of insurance paid and amount of loss thereon.
There have been 24 alarms during the year ; the amount of
damage as assessed, $90,669.31 ; the amouut of insurance paid
on losses, S70,155.57, making the net loss recovered by insur-
ance $30,513.74. This year have occurred the greatest losses
for a good many years. The car-shop fire, June 3, was the
occasion of the greatest loss, and while considerable comment
has been made on the fire, no satisfactory reason has been
given why the water-supply was not as efficient as usual, and
I am satisfied that if the water pressure had been what it
usually is, the loss at this fire would have been a great deal
less.
February 21. Alarm, box 25. Building owned by A. G.
Folsom ; occupied by D. B. Donovan and others. Loss on
building, $950; insurance, $950. Loss on contents, $3,780;
insurance, $3,780.
February 25. Alarm, box 25. Building owned by J. H.
Weeks ; occupied by J. H. Hatch. Loss on building, $25 ;
insurance paid, $25. Loss on contents, $25 ; insurance paid,
$25. Cause of fire, probably incendiary.
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March 10. Alarm, box 25. Building owned by J. C. Moul-
ton ; occupied by C. H. Watson. No loss. Cause, careless
use of kerosene lamp.
March 11. Alarm, box 26. Building owned by Swift Beef
Co. No loss. Cause, overheated coal stove.
April 3. Alarm, box 65. Brush fire ; no loss. Cause, set
by boys.
April 19. Alarm, box 56. House owned by John Marcey.
Loss on buildings, $300 ; insurance, $300. Loss on contents,
$50 ; insurance, $50. Cause, unknown.
May 13. Alarm, box 65. Brush fire. Cause, unknown.
June 3. Alarm, box 26. Buildings owned by Laconia Car
Co., Swift Beef Co., O. A. Atkinson, and others. Loss on
building Car Co., $33,000; loss on contents, $37,101; insur-
ance on building and contents, $50,939.62. Loss on Swift Beef
Co.'s buildings, $7,610 ; insurance, $6,787.64. Loss on build-
ing O. A. Atkinson, $5,000; insurance, $3,500. Insurance in
litigation, $1,000. Loss on contents, as near as could be ascer-
tained, $150. Loss on building Charles Stevens, $100 ; insur-
ance, $100. Cause, probably spontaneous combustion.
July 8. Alarm, box 25. Building owned by Belknap Mills ;
occupied by Hodgdon & Holt Manufacturing Co. Loss on con-
tents, $1,900; insurance, $1,900. Cause, spontaneous com-
bustion.
August 4. Bell alarm. Building owned by H. E. Brawn ;
occupied by E. C. Batchelder and others. Loss on building,
$210 ; insurance, $210. Loss on contents, Batchelder, $232.31 ;
insurance, $232.31. Loss on contents, Sanborn & St. Clair, $50 ;
insurance, $50. Cause, probably incendiary.
August 19. Alarm, box 26. Barn owned by James Belford.
Loss on building, $100; insurance, $75. Cause, unknown.
August 21. Alarm, box 26. Roof of dry house owned by
Laconia Car Co. No loss. Cause, spark from chimney.
September 10. Bell alarm. Woodshed owned by W. J.
Morrison. Loss, unknown. Cause, unknown.
September 17. Bell alarm. Barn owned by Mrs. Lovejoy.
No loss. Cause, locomotive sparks.
September 24. Bell alarm. Blacksmith shop owned by
C. & M. R. R. Loss, about $25 ; insurance, unknown.
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September 29. Alarm, box 25. Building owned by County
of Belknap. Loss on building, $600 ; insurance, $600. Cause,
sparks from burning chimney.
October 17. Alarm, box 26. Boiler-house owned by Lake
Co. Loss, $25 ; insurance, $25. Cause, unknown.
November 17. Alarm, box 25. Building owned by J. H.
Weeks ; occupied by «ity market. Loss on contents, $46
;
insurance, $46. Cause, falling lamp.
November 19. Alarm, box 25. Burning chimney in build-
ing owned by Lewis S. Perley. No loss.
November 26. Alarm, box 26. Building owned by Laconia
Car Co. No loss. Cause, spontaneous combustion.
November 28. Bell alarm. Building owned by Frank Dow ;
occupied by Frank Dow and others. Loss on building, $500 ;
insurance, $500. Loss on building owned by Booth, $375 ;
insurance, $375. Cause, unknown.
December 7. Alarm, box 25. Building owned by Lewis S.
Perley. Loss, $43 ; insurance, $43. Cause, overheated kero-
sene lamp.
December 31 . Alarm, box 74. House owned by Mrs. Wood.
Loss on building, $240 ; insurance, $240. Cause, probably
incendiary.
January 5, 1895. Alarm, box 74. Building owned by Gush-
ing ; occupied by Bean & Bugbee. Loss on contents, $102 ;
insurance, $102. Cause, falling lamp.
January 22. Alarm, box 56. Burning chimney ; no loss.
MANUAL FORCE.
Total manual force is classified as follows
Chief engineer
Assistant engineer
Laconia Steamer Co., No. 1
Weirs Hose Co., No. 1
G. A. Sanders Hose Co., No.
Reliance Hose Co., No. 3
J. S. Crane Hose Co., No. 4
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Highland Hose Co., No. 6
Laconia H. & L. Co., No. 1






The general condition of the apparatus is good. The steamer has
been repaired and put in first class condition at quite a large ex-
pense, and is now quite as good as new. By vote of your honorable
body the department was deprived of one of its hose carriages,
which makes the department one piece of apparatus short.
FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH.
The fire alarm has been extended to Ward 6 the past year, and
is giving good satisfaction. Mr. H. H. Wardwell has been ap-
pointed superintendent, Mr. E. F. Dean, the former superintendent,
having resigned owing to other business engagements.
HYDRANT SERVICE.
We have 102 hydrants in use, including 17 private ones.
HOSE INVENTORY.
Ten thousand five hundred feet of hose, good, bad, and indiffer-
ent, is the sum total of the equipment in this department. A large
quantity of this is old and entirely unfit for use and has been con-
demned and thrown out of service the past year. I have been
offered a small sum per foot for this old hose and shall ask your
permission to sell the same.
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PUBLIC RESERVOIRS AND COST OF CONSTRUCTION.
1. Pleasant street, near Harvard .... $150.00
2. Depot square 300.00
3. Main street, opposite Oliver Sanborn's . . . 221.25
4. Academy street, corner Bowman .... 176.00
5. Court street, corner Fair ..... 221.25
6. Main street, corner Pine ..... 200.00
7. Lyford street 200.00
8. Main street, opposite Geo. A. Sanders's residence . 150.00
9. Mechanic street, near Rublee's shop . . . 160.00
10. Belvidere street, near School .... 125.00
11. School street, near Elm 300.00
12. Elm street (north end) 160.00
13. Near Lakeport passenger depot .... 1,202.53
$3,566.03
INVENTORY OF PROPERTY.
Steamer house. Water street
Engine house and furniture, Water street
Land, Water street ....
Hose house, Ward 1 .
Eureka hook and ladder house, Ward 6
J. S. Crane hose house
Niagara " "
Highland hose room, "
Laconia steam fire engine .
Hose wagon
Reliance hose carriage




Laconia hook and ladder truck
Eureka " : '
Supply wagon
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1 steam heater ......
50 feet 3-inch hose and hose pipe




2 flue brushes ....
Pole for Laconia hook and ladder tru
" Eureka " "'
" Reliance hose carriage
J. S. Crane "
6 badges for engineers
14 hose pipes for hose carriage
3 " steamer .















6 hose patches (patent)
1 patent discharge pipe, Eastman
4 Perfection nozzle-holders and nozzles
2 desks
1 saddle
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No. 48.—Messer street, corner of Oak street.
No. 53.—Church street, corner of Messer street.
No. 54.—Union avenue, corner of Gilford street.
No. 71.—Union avenue, corner of Messer street.
No. 73.—Union avenue, corner of Bridge street.
No. 74.—Union avenue, corner of Clinton street.
No. 75.—Valley street, corner of Manchester street.
No. 76.—Union avenue, near Pumping station.
No. 78.—Elm street, near Cole Manufacturing office.
No. 82.—Gold street, corner of Fore street.
No. 84.—Franklin street, near Wood's mill.
No. 86.—North street, corner of School street.
No. 87.—Elm street, corner of School street.
No. 89.—Fairmount street, corner of Washington street.
Directions.—To give an alarm, pull down the handle once and
let go.
SIGNALS.
I Test signal, which is struck every day at 12 : 30.
I I Given after an alarm denotes " fire out."
Ill School signal. Struck on stormy days at 8 a. m. and
1 p. m., denotes " no school."
I I I I Companies not answering first alarm dismissed.
I I I I I Second alarm.
I I I I I I I Third alarm.IIIIIIIIIIIIIII Militia call
to armory.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
I would recommend the purchase of 3,000 feet of 2^-inch Red
Cross hose at once, as a large amount of the hose reported last
year as fair and poor has entirely given out and is of no use to the
department.
I would recommend the purchase of a horse hose wagon to
replace the one conveyed to the Niagara Veteran Association hy
your honorable body last year. I would also recommend that a
hose house be built in Ward 6, at a sum not to exceed $400. We
are now paying three per cent, on this amount for very poor quar-
ters.
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There are several more fire alarm boxes needed for the better
protection of property, but undoubtedly we can get along this year
without any increase of expense in that direction.
I renew my recommendation of last year that a horse be pro-
vided for the use of the department. The department has been
several times delayed the past year on account of the city horses
being so far away from the city proper. It is not unusual for the
city horses to be four or five miles away from the engine house,
and should an alarm be given at such a time, the delay to the
department might cause serious danger.
I again call your attention to the condition of the engine houses,
which have outlived their usefulness, and I think the time has
come when the people would approve of building a new central
fire station and police building combined, and believe that an
expenditure of $15,000, in connection with $5,000 recommended
by the city marshal for the purpose of building a new building,
would be received with satisfaction by the people.
I would recommend an amendment to the city ordinance on fire
alarm, restricting any person or corporation from placing any wire
above the wires of the fire alarm.
In concluding, I desire to extend my thanks to His Honor Mayor
Busiel, and to the members of the city council, for the interest they
have manifested in the welfare of the department, and the support
they have given the department the past year ; to my associate
engineers, and officers and men in the department, for their faith-
fulness to duty and the promptness and obedience with which they
have responded to every call.
Respectfully submitted :
GEORGE A. SANDERS,
Chief Engineer of Fire Department.
PUBLIC LIBRARIES.
REPORT OF -THE TRUSTEES.
During the past year, as will be seen by the report of the
treasurer, about seven hundred dollars have been expended in
the purchase of new books, and the trustees have been able to
appropriate, out of the amount placed in their hands this year,
after paying expenses, four hundred dollars, and the librarian
will soon have the new books ready for use—one hundred and
fifty dollars for the Lakeport library and two hundred and fifty
dollars for the Laconia Library, that will be paid for out of the
balance now in the hands of the treasurer.
Fred W. Story, Ward 1
H. W. Carey, " 2
John T. Busiel, " 3
Wm. F. Knight, " 4
Chas. K. Sanborn, " 5
Henry Tucker,
| u a
L. M. Gould, )
Trustees.
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT.
For the year ending January 31, 1895.
By vote of the trustees at the beginning of the year, a new
registration was ordered, that uniformity might be obtained at
the main library and the Lakeport branch. This registration was
accordingly begun on Wednesday, May 2d, since which time
1,194 names have been registered at the main library, covering
a period of nine months. During the year contributions of
books have been received from the following persons to whom
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thanks are hereby returned in behalf of the trustees : John T.
Coffin, 3 books; Mrs. Otis Beaman, 1 book; Dr. J. R. Hatch,
1 book and a nicely bound copy of the first annual report of the
city of Laconia from the city clerk, besides numerous state
and government books and pamphlets. The following statisti-
cal table will show the number and increase of the books and
their circulation during the year.
Number of books added during the year
Whole number of books
Juvenile ....
Fiction ....
History, travels, biography, etc
Greatest number taken out in one day
Average each day
Greatest number out at one time
Average number out
Total during the year .
Average of juvenile each day
Average of fiction each day

















REPORT OF THE LAKEPORT PUBLIC LIBRARY
For the year ending Jan. 31, 1895.
Books on hand 1 Feb., 1895 ....
" purchased .......
w ' donated .......
" in paper covers, bound for circulation
Old books, re-bouud for circulation
Total of additions . . ...
Books damaged and paid for ....
" worn out and discarded ....
Imperfect book exchanged with publisher for perfect copy
Net gain in number of books ....
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Books re-bouud ......
" withdrawn from circulation to be re-bound
Pamphlets donated .....
" bound......
Number of registered borrowers 1 Feb., 1894
" " borrowers registered 1 Feb. to 1 Mav
" » « " 1 May to 1 Feb.
" " registered borrowers 1 Feb., 1895
Books loaned during the year
Greatest number in one day, 17 Feb., 1894 .
Smallest number in one day, 2 May, 1894
Average daily circulation, 155 days
" " " of fiction
Percentage of fiction circulated
Greatest number of books out on the first day of anj
month, Feb.. 1894
Smallest number of books out on the first day of an
month, Sept., 1894



















LIST OF DONATIONS TO THE LIBRARY,
City of Laconia, 1 book ; Miss E. A. Cole, 18 books ; Dover
(N. H.) public library, 2 pamphlets; Indian Rights Associa-
tion, 1 pamphlet; Maimonides library, 1 pamphlet; Providence
(R.I.) public library, 1 pamphlet; State of New Hampshire,








Wm. F. Knight, Treasurer.
RECEIPTS GENERAL FUND.
1894.
Feb. 1, balance on hand Laconia library as per last
report ........
Feb. 1, Balance on hand Lakeport Library as per
last report ........
City of Laconia appropriation 1894 . $1,200.00
Less for bill paid by city council . . 6.50
Julia S. Busiel, receipts from fines....
Olin S. Davis, " ""..'..
Julia S. Busiel, " " catalogues and sup-
plements . .
Olin S. Davis, receipts from catalogues and supple-
ments ........
Julia S. Busiel, receipts from re-binding books
Olin S. Davis,
Julia S. Busiel, receipts from sundry items
Olin S. Davis, " " "
Cash paid out
:
Julia S. Busiel, services (librarian) one year and ex-
penses .......
Julia S. Busiel, for extra services on books
11 wk kt " cash paid out, sundry items
Olin S. Davis, librarian, services one year and ex
penses, rent, etc. . . ...
Olin S. Davis, for cash paid out, sundry items
Laconia National Bank, for rent
k> Gas Light Co., gas bills
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Estes & Lauriat, for books
Olin S. Davis, for books
W. F. Knight, for books
The Granite Monthly
Lewis, Vaughan & Co., for printing
Weeks Bros., for printing
George H. Everett, for insurance
Melcher & Prescott " "
C. E. Leavitt, freight bill
Cash on hand to balance
HELEN A. AVERY FUND.
1894.
Feb. 1, Cash on hand to balance
June 7, Cash from subscription on loan .
Nov. 25, " " " " " •





















ORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD OF
EDUCATION.
President, Alpha H. Harriman.
Secretary, Albert C. Moore.
FINANCIAL AGENTS,
Charles K. Sanborn. Joseph L. Odell.
Purchasing Agent, Albert C. Moore.
COMMITTEES :
RULES AND REGULATIONS,
Woodman Bradbury. Albert C. Moore.
William A. Plummer.
text-books.
Alpha H. Harriman. Joseph L. Odell.
Lydia E. Warner.
truancy.
Charles W. Tyler. Charles K. Sanborn.
Joseph L. Odell.
BOUNDARIES.
Henry Tucker. Lydia E. Warner.
Albert C. Moore.
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.
To the Citizens of the City of Laconia :
The past year in our school department has been one of gen-
eral satisfaction apparently.
If the schools of Laconia will keep abreast with other towns.
its scholars must have more and better school-rooms. The old-
fashioned method of heating with stoves, and no ventilation, ex-
cept by the barbaric practice of hoisting a window, must forever
be dismissed and be replaced by modern, but not necessarily
expensive, methods.
There must be one, at least, new building erected at Ward 6,
if we will cease to endanger the lives of those who attend school
in buildings that would be difficult to let for any purpose save
that for educational purposes. We urge upon all parents and
guardians the necessity of becoming better acquainted with our
school system and school-houses which are a large portion of
the year the homes of children from whom they in a short time
will expect so much.
We recommend that buildings hereafter erected shall be sub-
stantial structures, not expensive, but permanent and lasting,
and made of brick. They will be needed as long as this place
is inhabited, we hope, and there is no excuse for constructing
temporary places for schools, as has been done so much in the
past and is being done at the present.
The two old school buildings situated on Washington and
School streets in Ward 6 should be discontinued and a new four-
room building erected on the lot now occupied by the Washing-
ton street school. But this is not as imperative as that another
building should be constructed in the vicinity of Pear street, to
take the place of the old school-house situated on this street.
The situation here is unfit entirely for school purposes, and no
child should be allowed, much less compelled, to attend school in
any locality with such surroundings.
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To carry on our school system another year as now conducted,
and pay some outstanding bills not presented in the business
year ending February 15, 1895, there will be needed twenty-five
thousand dollars ($25,000), and to construct a building in
Ward 6 suitable for school requirements calls for an additional
appropriation of nine thousand dollars ($9,000). There should
be appropriated for these, two purposes, then, thirty-four thou-






REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.
To the Board of Education :
I herewith submit my sixth annual report as superintendent
of schools.
The year that has just closed has seen several important
changes in the organization of the schools ; and, while it is yet
too early to note the effect of all changes that have been made,
it may not be amiss to refer briefly to one of the most impor-
tant of them.
Last year there were within the city limits three separate
school systems, under the direction of the same school board it
is true, but each working independently of the other two ; and
not on converging lines. The schools in the lower wards were
graded up to a high-school course which, in turn, was adjusted
to meet the requirements for admission to the various colleges
and technical schools of the country. The schools in Ward 6
were also graded up to a high-school course somewhat different
from that maintained in the lower wards of the city, and the
course in the suburban schools had no logical ending.
At the close of the spring term it seemed best to unite these
separate systems under one management in order that there
might be uniformity of purpose and methods throughout the
schools of the city. The work of uniting the three systems
was undertaken upon the basis of the course of study adopted
for the schools of Wards 2, 3, 4, and 5. While this course is
not an ideal one, yet it is in the main in accordance with mod-
ern educational ideas and is fairly well adapted to our present
needs.
The task of grading the schools in accordance with this course,
while not a difficult one, is one involving the element of time
and cannot be accomplished at once.
The suburban schools being whollv ungraded cannot follow
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our course exactly, but a course, modified to suit their needs,
is being prepared which will, I think, add to their efficiency.
There are a number of bright pupils in our suburban schools
and they ought to do substantially the same work that is done
in our grammer schools and when that is completed they should
become members of our high school. There seems to be no
good reason why the ungraded schools cannot prepare their
pupils for admission to the high school just as well as the
grammar schools do ; that they have not done so in the past, is
believed to be due to causes which are removable. Another
year, I think, will show improvement both in the quantity and
quality of their work.
The work and general spirit of the schools have been good,
and will compare favorably with those of previous years. The
relations existing between teachers and pupils have been, in the
main, pleasant and harmonious and few cases of discipline have
been brought to my notice.
While the cases of corporal punishment have not been unus-
ually numerous, yet I should have been gratified had the num-
ber been smaller than it is. I am not prepared to advocate a
regulation forbidding such punishments, but I believe that they
should seldom be resorted to ; and that if we could secure the
cooperation of parents, we could dispense with them altogether.
It is a significant fact that the buildings reporting most corporal
punishments are not the ones where good order and good feel-
iug most prevail, and I feel sure that had the teachers neglected
to punish in half the instances reported, the efficiency of the
schools would not have suffered.
We have incorporated most of the modern subjects into our
course of study. The work in history and geography is now
conducted for the most part in accordance with the approved
modern methods. In literature and elementary science we
have made a pretty good beginning, and if the work is intel-
ligently carried on, we shall soon be doing good work in both
these lines.
It does not seem to me that our course calls for further ex-
pansion the coming year ; although man}' places have introduced
algebra, geometry, and a foreign language into their grammar
schools, it does not seem to me to be wise to take up new sub-
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jects faster than we can assimilate them, and until our teaching
of some of the older subjects will bear the burden of a more
searching criticism, I would not add to the present requirements.
I have, in a previous report, advocated the establishment of
one or more kindergartens, and I renew the recommendation
this year. It is the missing link in our educational system. Its
value is uuiversally admitted. Without it we are building our
structure without the foundation. It is the connecting link be-
tween the home and the primary school. There are few child-
ren who pass from the home life to the school life without ex-
periencing a period of arrested mental development. The kin-
dergarten, combining certain characteristics both of home and
school, affords a preparation for the school work whose value
is felt all through the primary grades. I would urge again
that the kindergarten be made a part of our public school sys-
tem without unnecessary delay.
A large number of families have evidently moved away dur-
ing the summer, for at the opening of the fall term our enrol-
ment was perceptibly decreased. This decrease has been felt
chiefly in the primary grades, where the average attendance has
fallen to about thirty-five pupils. This comparatively small
number has given the primary schools a chance to recover some-
what from the effects of the past two years of overcrowding.
It is probable that the spring term will see an increased enrol-
ment in the primary schools, though it is not probable that the
average number will rise above fort}7 .
The enrolment in the high and grammar schools has been un-
usually large, and, though all have done creditable work, yet
some have been hampered by the lack of adequate accommoda-
tions ; particularly has this been the case in the high school.
For the past five years this school has enjoyed a steady growth,
and the outlook promises a still larger growth in the near future.
I attribute its past prosperity to the liberal support which it has
received from the community, and I ask for the continuance of
that liberality now that its numbers place it among the larger
high schools of the state and the character of its work broadens
and its needs multiply.
The only need of the school to which I desire to call atten-
tion at this time is that of more room. The present accommo-
t
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dations are insufficient, and it is almost a certainty that the
number of pupils another year will reach 150, and with the room
now at our disposal we cannot accommodate them.
A school of its present size and future promise seems to me
to be worthy of a building by itself, apart from the lower
schools. To obtain this, it would be necessary to erect another
building somewhere in the vicinity for the accommodation of
the grammar schools now in the building and the schools which
are occupying hired rooms, and to give up the present building
entirely to the high school ; or, to erect a new high school build-
ing and give up the present one to the use of the grammar
schools.
The latter plan would be the more expensive, but probably
the more satisfactory in the end, for the present building,
though it is an admirable and commodious one, is in its interior
arrangement better adapted to grammar than high school uses,
and its location is certainly not convenient for the pupils of
Ward 6. A suitable high school building erected at some point
on Union avenue accessible alike to the Laconia and Lakeport
wards would accommodate all sections of the city, would solve
—for the present at least—the question of school accommoda-
tions in the Laconia wards, and would increase the growth and
prosperity of the school.
I commend this matter to your consideration, as the need of
additional room is urgent. Further information concerning the
high school and the work that it is doing may be found in the
principal's report, which is appended.
In connection with the matter of school accommodations just
mentioned, I wish to call attention to the Pear-street building, as
being unfit for further occupancy. The school patrons in that
section of the city are entitled to demand a new building, and
they should have it before the schools open next fall.
Although the attendance for the year has been fairly good,
yet, considering the fact that we have had little sickness to con-
tend with, it ought to have been better. There are too many
occasional absences. Pupils stay out for a half day or a day
when there is no need of it, and if the parents realized the
gross amount of time lost by these occasional absences, it
does not seem possible that they would permit them to occur.
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Taking as an illustration one month of the present school year,
the total number of half day's absence, exclusive of non-mem-
berships, was 3,123. These, if grouped together, would be
equivalent to closing two entire schools of 40 pupils each for
the whole month ; and if the month selected was an average
month,—and I have no reason to suppose that it was not,—the
occasional absences for the year would amount to the total time
of 80 pupils for the full school year.
Closely connected with this subject is that of tardiness.
There has been more of it this year than usual, and certainly
far more than there should be. It cannot well be controlled by
regulations. The teacher, with the cooperation of the parents,
can manage the matter better than any one else, and earnest,
persistent effort on her part will usually secure a reasonably
prompt and regular attendance on the part of her pupils.
Although tardiness is properly, under certain conditions, a
punishable offence, yet I would not often resort to that measure,
for the parent is frequently either directly or indirectly respon-
sible, and deserves the punishment more than the child. While
most of our teachers have worked hard to keep their attendance
regular and prompt, yet some, I feel, have neglected the matter,
and they should at once use all proper means to remedy this
neglect.
A reference to the list of teachers reveals the fact that
few of them have been long connected with our schools.
It has seemed to be our misfortune to change teachers often,
for frequent changes in the teaching force must be regarded as
a misfortune. It is doubtful if a teacher can do her best work
the first or second year of her service. It takes time to adjust
oneself to the conditions of a new position ; it takes time to
become acquainted with the home life and character of the chil-
dren ; it takes time to grow into a sympathetic undei standing of
the character and motives of the people among whom her work
is to be done, and it is only by an intimate knowledge of the
motives, prejudices, and ways of living of the people of the
community that a teacher can hope to do her best and most
satisfactory work.
The element of time, then, should not be lost sight of, and it
should be a settled policy, having secured efficient and conscien-
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tious teachers, to retain them as long as possible, and to retain
only those who are efficient and conscientious. No teacher has
just ground for complaint when dismissed, after proper notice,
by the board acting in good faith, for the public schools were
not established and are not maintained for the purpose of fur-
nishing employment to any one. They are supported wholly
for the benefit of the children and, through them, of the com-
munity at large.
Our present corps of teachers is, in the main, a good one,
and most of them have done faithful work during the past year.
A considerable amount of professional study has been under-
taken, and the teachers' meetings have been carried on with
more enthusiasm than usual. It is a good sign when teachers
begin to feel the need of professional study, and the result of
such study will surely be better teaching in the future.
It remains to speak of the subjects of music and drawing,
which have been carried on, as last year, under the supervision
of special teachers. The work has progressed satisfactorily in
both departments. The instructors have devoted themselves
faithfully to their work, and good work is being accomplished.
For details, see special reports on music and drawing.
Attention is also called to the report of the truant officer,
which contains some interesting details.
Altogether the year has been a . profitable one, and its close
finds the schools in good condition. We shall begin the new
year under more favorable conditions than have existed in the
past, and we shall endeavor to improve our work that is good
and strengthen that which is weak.
My thanks are due to the members of the school board for
their cooperation and support in the somewhat trying duties
of the year, and to the teachers for their unfailing good will
and patience in the adjustment of perplexing details.
The tables appended cover a period of thirty-one weeks, and
contain some facts of interest in regard to the schools.
W. N. CRAGIN,
Superintendent of Schools.
STATISTICS FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1894-'95.
Length of school year in weeks .
Number of sessions omitted on account of bad weather




Average daily attendance .
Percentage of daily attendance .
Whole number different pupils registered in Grammar
schools .....
Whole number different pupils registered in Interme
diate schools ....
Whole number different pupils registered in Primary
schools .....
Whole number different pupils registered in Ungraded
schools .....
Number of pupils under 5 years of age
" over 15 "
" under 6 "
" over 16
Number of school buildings
Number of school rooms in school buildings




















LIST OF TEACHERS EMPLOYED BY THE CITY, WITH THEIR GRADES





















Lillias M. Bamford ..
Georgia E . Page










J. Annie Robinson ...
Gorda N. Bean
Mamie Merrill
Isa M. Severance . .





































































































To W. N. Cragin, Superintendent of Schools, L&conia, N. H.
:
Sir :—In submitting a report on the high school allow me to
thank you and the school board for the support and assistance
which you have rendered my assistants and myself in our efforts
in behalf of the school. It is fortunate that our relations are
agreeable, as the greatest benefit to the school can only be ob-
tained by the harmonious cooperation of all in authority and of
the parents and pupils.
Up to the present time, during this school year, a large amount
of work on the part of the principal has been required for
organization and regulation. The incorporation of the commer-
cial school as a department of the high school, the adoption of
new courses of study in both departments, lack of room for
carrying on the work, lack of teaching force during the first
term, and the advent of a new principal and two new assistants
have produced this requirement. The renovation of the third
floor of the school building, giving an assembly room for the
accommodation of all pupils, and a small recitation room, has
partially remedied one of these difficulties. The employment
of a much-needed fourth assistant has removed a second. As the
pupils become accustomed to the new relations and require-
ments, the others will be diminished, yet a school of this size
having a varied course of study will always demand much time
from an efficient principal.
I believe that the school is at the present time in condition to
do good work. I have confidence in the ability and faithful-
ness of my assistants. I also believe that the pupils for the
most part are well disposed and desirous to acquire training and
knowledge, and that they require only proper guidance and re-
striction.
More room is still much needed. Either a much larger room
for the commercial department and more desk room for the
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other department, or one large room with desks for one hundred
to one hundred and fifty pupils, must very soon be provided. In
my opinion the latter alternative is the better. In that case, a
room one half larger than the one occupied now would meet the
necessities of that department. And, since no subject demands
the attention of the teacher more completely than the distinct-
ively commercial branches, his efforts should not be distracted
by the care of pupils that are not reciting. Again, in that way
all parts of the school would be more completely blended into
one body of students working harmoniously. Both physical
and chemical laboratories are needed. The former physical
laboratory was taken for a part of the new assembly room, and
the chemical one located in the basement is unfavorably situa-
ted, small, aud not properly fitted up. An enumeration of these
requirements,—and allow me to say that they are absolutely
necessary to obtain the results that should be obtained by the
expenditure of the city's appropriation,—shows that the neces-
sities of the high school demand the use of the entire high-
school building, or of another equally large, for high-school
purposes.
Additions to the apparatus for both laboratories are needed.
Also there is much need for reference books. A first-class mod-
ern cyclopedia should certainly be provided at once.
Respectfully submitted :
H. H. TUCKER.
REPORT OF THE MUSIC TEACHER.
Laconia, N. H., February 22, 1895.
To the Superintendent of Schools:
In submitting this report I feel safe in saying that progress
has been made in vocal music during the year now drawing to a
close.
Some of the classes I am particularly proud of, and feel that
thev will compare favorably with those of a similar grade in
other places, while some have not made the progress which we
have a right to expect.
I am fully alive to the fact that pupils in many cases use too
harsh a quality of tone and can be justly criticised for it ; never-
theless I have worked with this fault (among others) in plain
sight, and have tried to overcome it. I have probably not made
a visit to a school during the year but what I have had cause to
speak of this fault, " loud singing." In one of our primary
rooms I had occasion to correct a child for this and he said,
" My mamma says she wants me to sing so folks can hear me."
I ask the aid of "home folks" in urging soft-voice singing
among all our youug singers, for, with only thirty minutes once
a week and with from thirty to fifty pupils in a room, I have not
much time to devote to individual work. Most of my work
must be of a general character for in that time I must hear the
old lesson and go through parts of the new lesson.
1 find it hard, as I have said before, to keep up to the course
of study in cases where there are two grades in a room, but
we shall gain some over last year's work in this respect.
The high-school chorus sing in the new hall, which is much
better than the high-school room for such a purpose, as the
singers can be more comfortably seated. With few exceptions
my work has been very pleasant and I would at this time thank





A . M .—9 to 9 :30, 1st, First Grade room, Bowman street.
9:30 to 10, 2d, "
10 to 10:30, Second " kt "
10:50 toll : 20, Third "
11 :30 to 12, Ninth " k ' High-School building.
i
p. m.— 1 : 30 to 2, First and Second Grade room, Harvard st.
2 to 2 : 30, Third and Fourth « " "
2:30 to 3, Fifth
3 to 3 :30, Sixth and Seventh " kk "
TUESDAY.
a. m.— 9 to 9:30, 1st, First Grade room, Gilford avenue.
9: 30 to 10, 2d, "
10 to 10:30, Second
10 : 50 to 11 : 20, Third and Fourth Grade r'm, Gilford av.
p. m.—1:30 to 2: 5, Sixth and Seventh Grade room, High-
School building.
2 : 5 to 2 : 40, Eighth Grade room, High-School building.
2 : 45 to 3 : 30, High-School chorus. " "
WEDNESDAY.
a. M.—8 : 30 to 9, First and Second Grade room, Pear street.
9 to 9 : 30, Third and Fourth "
9 : 30 to 10, Fifth and Sixth " " Mechanic st.
10 : 20 to 10 : 50, Seventh and Eighth Grade room, Me-
chanic street.
10 :50 to 11 : 25, Ninth Grade room, Mechanic street.
p. m.— 1 : 30 to 2, First and Second Grade room, School street.
2 to 2 : 30, Third and Fourth '» " Washington »
2 : 30 to 3, Fifth and Sixth " " " "
THURSDAY.
Nine o'clock, White Oaks school, then to Weirs, then to Union
school and from there to Crockett school, finishing at 12 m.
p. m.—1 : 30 to 2, First Grade room, Union avenue.
2 to 2 : 30, Fourth " " Court street.
2 : 30 to 3, Fifth » » "
REPORT OF THE DRAWING TEACHER.
To the Board of Education
:
The work in drawing this year has been carried on in nearly
the same way as begun last year.
Grades one, two, three, four, and five are doing the work of
their respective grades. The pupils in the higher grades are
doing very satisfactory work when we consider that they have
had instruction in this branch only one year, and some not even
that.
The class which entered the high school in September, also
the eighth and ninth grammar grades, have given a little time
to geometric drawing. The results show with what great
interest teachers as well as pupils took up the new work. It
is a pleasure to be a co-worker with the teachers of Laconia,
and to teach pupils who show such interest.
At present we are studying historic ornament, but to do this
in the most satisfactory manner, a few casts, showing the char-
acteristics of the different schools, and some colored charts are
needed.
The spring term will be given mostly to nature study.
Next June we expect to show you some of the results of our
year's work, but the drawings on paper are only a small part of
what we hope to accomplish. By teaching drawing we expect
to help make better citizens of the boys and girls of to-day, by
developing a love for the beautiful and placing within their
reach means for greater usefulness, both to themselves and the




Laconia, February 14, 1895.
REPORT OF THE TRUANT OFFICER.
To W. N. Cragin, Superintendent of Schools :
Dear Sir : I have the honor to present herewith my annual
report, in tabulated form, of all work performed in my depart-
ment for the year ending February 15, 1895.
Number of public schools .....
St. John's parochial schools
St. Joseph's parochial school (private)
Mrs. Birchall's school (private)
visits to schools .....
cases of absenteeism investigated
calls on parents .....
manufacturing and other establishments visited
children found employed contrary to law
truancies determined by investigation .
truants returned to school
employers notified ....
put in school as direct result of officer's work
WORK CERTIFICATES.
Number of certificates in force February 15, 1894
certificates issued during the year
Total . ....
Number of children returned to school .
children become 16 years of age .
children removed from city .
certificates now in force
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Number of scholars in public schools
scholars in St. John's parochial schools
scholars in St. Joseph's parochial school (pri
vate) ......







The officer has taken a deep iuterest in his work, and hopes
many a boy and girl will live to see the importance of attending
school each day while the opportunity is offered them. When
visiting the schools each week, I examined the registers, and
often, at the request of the teachers, investigated the cause of
tardiness. The great trouble during the fall and winter terms
thus far has been from the effects of hard times. Many chil-
dren are obliged to work before school hours, often causing
them to be late at school, and when a child is late he dislikes
to attend school that session.
In most cases kind words and friendly advice have brought
about the desired result. In a few cases other means were
resorted to. In many cases parents are more in fault than the
children for their non-attendance. During each term several
visits have been made to the hosiery mills and other places
where minors are employed, and, generally speaking, the
employers of this kind of labor are living up to the statute
governing such employment.
In conclusion, I would take this opportunity to return my
sincere thanks to the members of the board of education, to
you, sir, for many favors shown, to the teachers in our schools,







An Ordinance relating to names of streets in Wards 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, and 6.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia as fol-
loivs :
That the names of streets in Wards 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 be
changed as follows :
Lake street to Union avenue.
Cross street to Hanover street.
Franklin street to Beacon street.
Prospect street to Locust street.
School street to Harvard street.
Mechanic street to Cook's court.
Park street to Garfield street.
Oak place to Elliott street.
Gignac street to Merrimac street.
Washington street to Adams street.
New street south end of Folsom park, Tremont street ; court
near post-office westerly from Main street, Gove court ; court
near Belknap mills easterly from Main street, Meredith court.
Ward 6 :
Church street to Harrison street.
Depot street to Elm street.
High street to Walnut street.
Lyford street to Manchester street.
Mill street to Bayside street.
Pleasant street to Willow street.
Spring street to Granite street.
Summer street to Fairmount street.
Winter street to Laurel street.
East Summer street to Valley street.
Murray street to Appleton street.
Cross street to Jefferson street.
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Main street to Union Avenue and to extend to Gilford town
line near Bayside cemetery : Campbell street to Hawthorne
street ; road from Union avenue to the Weirs, Lake street
;
road from Union avenue easterly over what is locally known as
Haynes's Hill, Stark street; new street from Fairmount street
in a northerly direction parallel with Washington street, Madi-
son street ; Bay street to Irving street.
Passed and approved Feb. 26, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance in relation to the election, duties, and salary
of the fish and game wardens.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia as fol-
lows :
Section 1. The city council shall annually in the month of
March, and after the second Tuesday therein, elect by ballot
three fish wardens who shall hold their office for the term of one
year, and until their successors are chosen and qualified. Said
fish and game wardens shall see that the laws of the state for
the preservation of fish in the waters within the limits of the
city or upon which the city borders, and for the preservation of
game within such limits are duly observed, and shall perform
all duties prescribed for them by the statutes of the state of
New Hampshire.
Sec. 2. Each of said fish wardens shall receive an annual
salary of twenty-five dollars, which shall be in full for all their
services and time expended in the performance of their duties
as such officers, said salary to be paid in equal semi-annual pay-
ments from the city treasury.
Sec. 3. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force
from and after its passage.
Passed and approved March 31, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
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An Ordinance to fix and determine the location and con-
struction of ditches and pipe laying within the city limits.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia as fol-
lows :
Section 1. In every case where it shall be necessary here-
after for any person or corporation to lay pipes for drainage,
water, gas, or any other purpose in any street, lane, or alley
within the compact part of the city, it shall be necessary that
the location of the same be established by the city engineer in
all cases of water, gas, surface drainage and other pipes except
house sewerage, which shall be located by the superintendent of
sewers, subject at all times to the directions and control of the
city council, and in all cases a record shall be made of the loca-
tion and a map or plan of the same shall be made and filed if it
shall be deemed advisable by the city council.
Sec. 2. Any person violating any provision of this ordinance
shall be liable for all the expense of removing and changing the
location of such drains or pipes, and to a fine not exceeding
twenty dollars for each day such ditch, or drain, or pipe, shall
remain unchanged after notice by the city engineer or superin-
tendent of sewers that such ditch, drain, or pipe is not in the
location which has been prescribed for the same.
Passed and approved April 30, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance to amend Section 2 of an ordinance entitled
"An ordinance regulating billiard saloons."
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia as fol-
lows :
That Section 2 of an ordinance entitled "An ordinance regu-
lating billiard saloons," is hereby amended by striking out the
word "five" wherever it occurs in said section, and inserting
the word ten in place thereof, so that said section shall read
as follows : Every person shall pay for such license, for the use
of the city, the sum of ten dollars on each billiard table, pool
table, and bowling alley, on or before the first day of May an-
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nually, and such license shall be revoked or annulled at the
pleasure of the mayor and council ; and shall be forfeited upon
eonviction of the violation of any of the provisions of this
chapter. Such license may also, on application, be issued for
six months from the first day of May, on payment of ten dol-
lars, subject to the provisions of this ordinance.
Passed and approved April 30, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance naming certain streets.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Lacoiiia, asfol-
loivs
:
That the street beginning at the'Gilford town line near Lake
Winnipesaukee and running in a northwesterly direction across
the river at the Weirs, and continuing in about the same direc-
tion to the Meredith town line is named Endicott street ; that
the street running northerly from Endicott street on west side
of and parallel with the Concord & Montreal railroad is named
Lakeside avenue; that the street running westerly from Lake-
side avenue over Tower hill, so called, is named Tower street;
that the street running northerly from Endicott street to the
Veterans' grove is named Veterans' court ; that the street run-
ning in a northerly direction from Endicott street to Tower street
is named Warner street ; that the street running southerly from
Endicott street near the school-house is named Hilliard street.
Passed and approved May 7, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance for names of streets and their numbers.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Zaconia, as fol-
lows :
Section 1. The mayor and council shall, from time to time,
as the convenience of the public may require, designate the
numbers to be affixed to the buildings on the several streets
and squares in the city, and shall designate the names of new
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streets when laid out. In all streets the odd numbers shall be
on the right-hand side and the even numbers on the left-hand
side of streets in the progressive order of numbering, commenc-
ing with the lowest numbers and proceeding therefrom with in-
creasing numbers as follows :
The numbering of Main street shall commence at the south-
erly end. In all streets c6nnecting with Main street the num-
bering shall commence at Main street except when such con-
necting street crosses Main street, then the numbering shall
commence at the southerly end of said connecting street. In
all streets connecting with Union avenue, the numbering shall
commence at Union avenue. In all streets not covered by the
above rule the numbering shall commence at the southerly end ;
branches of streets connecting with Main street and Union ave-
nue shall number from said connecting street : Provided, how-
ever, that numbers may be omitted for vacant lots and spaces
which may be built upon hereafter. And every entrance or
door to a building fronting the street shall be designated by a
separate number.
Sec. 2. Any person who shall affix or suffer to be affixed to
or shall allow to remain upon any building any different number
from the one designated by the mayor and council shall be fined
not less than one nor more than five dollars, and a like penalty
for every day he shall suffer such building to be so numbered
after his first conviction of violating the provisions of this chap-
ter.
Sec. 3. In the residential portion of the city every lot with a
twenty-five foot front shall be designated with a separate number ;
and in the business portion every lot with a twelve and a half
foot front shall be designated with a separate number. The
business portion of the city is embraced in the following limits :
Main street from a point three hundred and eight feet, more
or less, south of Union avenue to Church street, California
court, Meredith court, Mill street from Main street to Union
avenue, Beacon street, Hanover street, Canal street, Pleasant
street to New Salem street ; Water street to a point two hun-
dred feet west from Main street ; Gove place, Court street to
Court square ; Union avenue from Main street to Locust street,
and from Laurel street to Harrison street ; Elm street to Frank-
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lin square ; Clinton street to Mechanic street ; Gold street to
Franklin square.
Passed and approved May 7, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance in relation to the use of Church street.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as fol-
lows :
Section 1. That teaming and heavy trucking over, along, and
upon Church street in that portion thereof between the west end of
the bridge and Main street, with wagons, carts, or other vehicles
be and hereby is prohibited until the first day of August, 1894.
But this ordinance shall not prohibit the passage over, along,
and upon said street of light carriages for business and pleasure
driving and ordinary grocery and express wagons nor the cars
of the Laconia & Lake Village horse railroad, the teams
engaged in repairing and concreting said street, or the engines
and teams of the fire department in case of fire.
Sec 2. Any one violating the provisions of this ordinance
shall be liable to a penalty of not less than five dollars nor
more than twenty dollars.
Sec 3. This ordinance shall take effect on its passage.
Passed and approved June 25, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance in relation to the collection of taxes.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as fol-
lows :
Section 1. The taxes due the city of Laconia from any per-
son shall be deducted from any money which may become due
such person from the city, and such person shall only receive
the balance over and above the amount due for taxes.
Sec 2. All poll taxes and taxes assessed upon personal prop-
erty shall be deemed and considered due and payable at the
collector's office on or before the first day of September annu-
ally, and if said taxes shall not then be paid, notice may be
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served upon till persons whose said taxes remain unpaid, who shall
pay the sum of twenty cents for such notice, according to the
provisions of section 19, chapter 60 of the Public Statutes of
New Hampshire.
Passed and approved June 25, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance in amendment of an ordinance entitled "An
ordinance in amendment of section 16 of an ordinance fixing
the salary and compensation of certain officers."
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as fol-
lows :
Section 1. That an ordinance in amendment of section 16 of
an ordinance fixing the salary and compensation of certain offi-
cers, passed and approved November 13, 1893, be amended to
read as follows :
The salary of the justice of the police court shall be $500
per annum, and the salary of the clerk of said court shall be
&200 per annum, which shall be paid in equal quarterly pay-
ments, and the salaries so received shall be in full for services
of every kind rendered by them in the discharge of all the duties
pertaining to their office.
Sec. 2. This ordinance shall take effect July 1, 1894.
Passed and approved June 26, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance in amendment of an ordinance entitled "An
ordinance in addition to and amendment of an ordinance enti-
tled an ordinance fixing the salary and compensation of cer-
tain officers."
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as fol-
lows :
Section 1. That section 17 of an ordinance passed and
approved January 29, 1894, fixing the salary and compensa-
tion of certain officers be amended so as to read as follows :
x
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The members of the board of education shall each receive the
sum of 815 per annum for their services. The secretary of said
board shall receive $15 additional for extra services as secre-
tary.
Sec. 2. This ordinance shall take effect July 1, 1894.
Passed and approved June 26, 1894.
C. A. Rusiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance fixing the salary and compensation of certain
officers.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia,, as fol-
lows :
Section 1. That the board of assessors shall be paid the sum
of $2.75 each for each day employed in the discharge of their
duties.
Sec. 2. The board of health shall be paid the sum of $300
:per annum in full for the services of the entire board, which
sum shall be divided among the members of the board as fol-
lows : The member from Ward 1, $25 ; the member from Ward 6,
$75 ; the member from Wards 2, 3, 4, and 5, $100 ; the secretary
of the board, $25 additional ; the physician, $75 additional.
Sec. 3. This ordinance shall take effect July 1, 1894.
Passed and approved June 26, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance authorizing the funding of the indebtedness of
the city of Laconia for the constructing of a system of sewer-
age in Ward 6 and extending the sewerage system in the
other wards, and the indebtedness of the town of Laconia and
of said Ward 6.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as fol-
lows :
Section 1. That the bonds of the city of Laconia be issued
for a sum not exceeding one hundred and forty thousand dollars
for the purpose of defraying the expense of constructing a sys-
tem of sewerage in Ward 6, and extending the sewerage system
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in the other wards ; and for the further purpose of funding the
indebtedness of the town of Laconia and of said Ward 6, as
provided by section 28, chapter 241, of the Pamphlet Laws of
New Hampshire, passed January session, 1893, entitled "An
act to establish the city of Laconia," and in accordance with a
resolution passed by the city council, August 14, 1893, entitled
"A resolution to authorize the construction of a system of sew-
erage in Wards 6, 2, and 3 ; also authorizing the committee on
sewerage to advertise for bids for same," with coupons on said
bonds for interest at four per cent, per annum, payable on the
first day of April and the first day of October in each year.
Said bonds shall be signed by the mayor and city treasurer, and
attested by the city clerk, and have the seal of the city thereon.
Sec. 2. Said bonds shall be dated the first day of October,
1894 ; shall be for the sum of one thousand dollars each ; shall
be numbered consecutively from one to the whole number of
thousands of dollars of said bonds which shall be issued, and
which shall become due and payable in their order as numbered,
.as follows :
Seven of them numbered from 1 to 7, October 1, 1924. .
8 to 14, " 1, 1925.
15 to .21, " 1, 1926.
22 to 28, » 1, 1927.
29 to 35, " 1, 1928.
36 to 42, » 1, 1929.
43 to 49, " 1, 1930.
50 to 56, " 1, 1931.
57 to 63, " 1, 1932.
64 to 70, " 1, 1933.
71 to 77, " 1, 1934.
78 to 84, » 1, 1935.
85 to 91, " 1, 1936.
92 to 98, '• 1, 1937.
99 to 105, » 1, 1938.
106 to 112, " 1, 1939.
113 to 119, k ' 1, 1940.
120 to 126, » 1, 1941.
127 to 133, " 1, 1942.
134 to 140, " 1, 1943.
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Provided, that if less than one hundred and forty of said
bonds shall be issued, and the number issued shall not be divi-
sible b}' seven without a remainder, only 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, as
the number required may be, of the bonds last to become due
and payable, shall be issued.
Sec. 3. Said bonds and the interest thereon shall be payable
at the National Bank of the Republic, in the city of Boston, in
the state of Massachusetts.
Sec. 4. That the finance committee of the city council are
hereby authorized and empowered to advertise and receive bids
up to July 29, 1894, for the purchase of said bonds, which bids
shall be submitted to the city council for their rejection or
approval, or such further action as the city council may deter-
mine upon in relation to the same.
Sec. 5. The finance committee is hereby authorized and
directed to contract for the engraving and printing of the
necessary blank bonds for the use hereby authorized; the
expense for the same, when approved by the city council, to
be paid out of the city treasury.
Sec. 6. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from
and after its passage.
Passed and approved June 26, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance naming certain streets.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as fol-
lows :
That the street running northerly from Tower street near
the Methodist chapel is named Maple street, and that the
street running westerly from Union avenue near Jewett brook
is named Strafford street. The street running westerly from
Union avenue over the railroad and across Moulton street to
the lake shore is named Bridge street ; the street running south-
erly from Bowman street to Fair street is named Clay street.
Passed and approved July 31, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
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An Ordinance authorizing the payment of certain indebted-
ness of Ward 6 of the city of Laconia by the funding of said
indebtedness by issuing city notes therefor.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as fol-
lows :
Section 1. That /notes of the city of Laconia are hereby
authorized to be issued, to be signed by the mayor and city
treasurer, and countersigned by the city clerk for a sum not
exceeding fifteen thousand (15,000) dollars, for the purpose
of paying the indebtedness of Ward 6, which is chargeable to
said ward under and by virtue of the provisions of the act of
incorporation of the city of Laconia, which said indebtedness
is in excess of the amount of said ward's indebtedness which is
included in bonds of the city, issued and bearing date of Octo-
ber 1, 1894, for sewer and funding purposes, with coupons
on said notes for interest, semi-annually, at 3£ per cent, per
annum, payable on the first day of April and the first day of
October in each year. Said notes shall be dated the first day
of October, 1894; shall be payable to bearer, and be for the
sum of $500 each, and shall be numbered consecutively from
one to the whole number of rive hundred of dollars of said
notes which shall be issued, and shall become due and payable
in their order as numbered, as follows :
One of them numbered 1, April 1, 1895.
2, October 1, 1895.
3, April 1, 1896.
" " 4, October 1, 1896.
5, April 1, 1897.
6, October 1, 1897.
7, April 1, 1898.
8, October 1, 1898.
9, April 1, 1899.
10, October 1, 1899.
11, April 1, 1900.
12, October 1, 1900.
13, April 1, 1901.
14, October 1, 1901.
15, April 1, 1902.
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One of them numbered 16, October 1, 1902.
" 17, April 1, 1903.
" 18, October 1, 1903.
" 19, April 1, 1904.
20, October 1, 1904.
21, April 1, 1905.
22, October 1, 1905.
23, April 1, 1906.
24, October 1, 1906.
25, April 1, 1907.
26, October 1, 1907.
27, April 1, 1908.
28, October 1, 1908.
29, April 1, 1909.
30, October 1, 1909.
Provided, that at any time after the expiration of five years
from October 1, 1894, the city of Laconia shall have the power
and authority, by a three-fourths vote of the city council at any
regular meeting of the city council, to call in, take up, pay, and
discharge any or all of the said issue of notes then outstanding.
Sec. 2. The principal, sum, and interest on said notes shall
be chargeable to and be repaid to the city from the proceeds
of an assessment or assessments upon the polls and property
of Ward 6, made by the city for that purpose. The money
borrowed on said notes from individuals living in the city of
Laconia shall be exempt from taxation.
This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and
after its passage.
Passed and approved August 28, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance in addition to "An ordinance for uames of
streets and their numbers."
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as fol-
lows :
Section 1. The city engineer shall, by the measurement of
each street in the city, according to an ordinance, of which this
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is an addition, determine the correct number of every house,
and shall keep the same on file in a convenient manner for the
reasonable use of the public at all times. He shall transmit to
the owner of every house or building a notice and statement,
giving the name of the street, the name of the owner, the name
of the occupant, and the number of the building, together with
instructions for procuring and affixing the same.
Sec. 2. The owner of the property shall, within sixty days
after receiving said notice from the city engineer, cause to be
affixed to every entrance or door of the building fronting the
street, a metallic or other suitable number, at least two inches
in height, and situated so as to be plainly visible and legible at
all times from the street.
Sec 3. If the owner of any house or building, after receiving
said notice from the city engineer, shall fail to comply with any
of the provisions of this chapter, he shall be fined not less than
one nor more than five dollars, and a like penalty for every day
he shall neglect so to do after his first correction.
Sec 4. This ordinance shall take effect on its passage.
Passed and approved December 11, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance naming certain streets and courts.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Lacotiia, as fol-
lows :
That the street running northerly from Gilford avenue ne.ar
the residence of O. L. Gilman is named Morrill street. That
the street running northerly from Lincoln street to Adams
street is named Center street. The court off southerly side of
Gilford avenue near residence of J. L. Dean is named Brook
court. The court off northerly side of Court street east of City
hotel is named Rowe court. The court off northerly side of
Court street near Durkee brook is named Keasor court. The
court off southerly side of Court street near residence of Fred
Keasor is named Kentfield court. The court off northerly side
of Province street near residence of Warren D. Huse is named
Edwards court. The court off Lake street easterlv side to resi-
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dence of J. R. J. Folsom is named Folsom court. That the
street running northeasterly from Winter street near house
numbered 70 be named Harlan street. That the street running
easterly from Union avenue near residence of Roscoe M. San-
ders to Robinson street, proposed, is named Walker street.
Passed and approved December 31, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance naming certain streets.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as fol-
lows :
The street running southerly from terminus of Lyman street
is named Butler street ; the street running easterly from south
end of Butler street is named Woodland street.
Passed and approved February 18, 1895.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Ordinance in amendment of an ordinance entitled "An
ordinance for names of streets and their numbers."
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia as fol-
lows :
That in the numbering of Fair street the numbering shall
commence at Academy street ; in the numbering of Messer
street the numbering shall commence at Church street ; in the
numbering of Center street the numbering shall commence at
Adams street, and Fore street shall be included in the business
portion of the city, each twelve and one half feet to constitute
a lot.
Passed and approved March 25, 1895.




A Resolution relating to the repair of steam fire engine, No. 1
.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows
:
That tbe chief engineer be and hereby is authorized to order
repairs on the steamer as by his letter of recommendation,
March 10, 1894.
March 26, 1894. Adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution raising money and making appropriations for
the year 1894.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia as follows :
That the sum of ninety thousand dollars ($90,000) be raised
for the use of the city for the year 1894, by tax on the polls
and estates liable to be taxed therein, which, together with such
unappropriated money as may now be in the treasury, or may
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March 29, 1894. Adopted.
$112,573.96
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing the purchase of certain land in
Ward Six, for city and corporate purposes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia as folloivs
:
That the mayor is hereby authorized to draw his warrant on
the treasurer for the sum of four hundred thirty dollars and
sixty-three cents, for the purchase from Lydia J. Bartlett of
certain land in Ward Six for city and corporate purposes, said
land being bounded and described as follows : Beginning at a
point on the westerly side of Elm street and on the center line
of Cross street exteusion, described as being fourteen and
ninety-five one-huudredths feet from a stone bound set on said
center line in said Elm street ; thence northerly along the west-
erly line of said Elm street twenty-four and eighty-seven one-
hundredths feet to a stake set in the ground ; thence westerly
across land of said grantor one hundred sixty-seven and
eighty-six one-hundredths feet to the center of a stone wall
between the land of the said grautor and land of Mrs. Judith
Maxfield ; thence southerly along the center line of said wall a
distance of twenty-four and eighty-three one-hundredths feet
to the center line of said Cross street extension ; thence west-
erly along said center line and along the southerly line of the
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said Judith Maxfield's land a distance of one hundred fifty-
eight and fifty-five one-hundredths feet to the easterly side line
of Washington street ; thence southerly along said side line of
Washington street a distance of forty-nine and five-tenths feet
to a stake set in the ground ; thence easterly across other land
of the said grantor a distance of three hundred twenty-eight
and eight one-hundredths feet to a stake set in the ground on
the westerly side line of said Elm street ; thence northerly on
said side line of Elm street a distance of twenty-four and
seventy-eight one-hundredths feet to the point begun at.
That the mayor be also authorized to draw his warrant for
the sum of ten dollars and seventeen cents for the purchase
from Mrs. Ezra Maxfield of certain land in Ward Six for city
and corporate purposes, said land being bounded and described
as follows : Beginning at a point on the easterly side line of
Washington street, and on the center line of Cross street exten-
sion described as being twenty-four and seventy-five one-bun--
dreclths feet from a stone bound set on said center line and in
the center of said Washington street ; thence easterly along the
ceuter line of said Cross street extension a distance of one
hundred and fifty-eight and fifty-five one-hundredths feet to the
center of a stone wall between the land of Mrs. Lydia L. Bart-
lett and land of the said Judith Maxfield ; thence northerly
along the center line of said wall a distance of twenty-four and
eighty-three one-hundredths feet ; thence westerly across land
owned by said Judith Maxfield, a distance of one hundred and
fifty-six and sixty-seven one-hundredths feet to the easterly side
line of Washiugten street ; thence southerly on said Washington
street line twenty-four and seventy-five one-hundredths feet to
the point begun at. Said sums so appropriated to be paid on
the delivery of proper warranty deeds for the land conveyed.
April 30, 1894. Adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing a temporary loan.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
The city treasurer is authorized to borrow, on the credit of
the city, for a term not exceeding six months, and at a rate of
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interest not exceeding three and one fourth per cent., a sum ot
money not exceeding ten thousand dollars towards the payment
of existing notes, and for meeting other obligations of the city.
April 30, 1894. Adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing a loan for part payment of sewer
contract in Wards Six, Two, and Three.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as folloios:
That the city treasurer be authorized to hire on the credit of
the city, a sum not exceeding five thousand dollars to be used
toward the payment of the sewer contract in Wards Six, Two,
and Three, the amount to be charged to the sewerage system of
Ward Six ; and that the mayor be authorized to draw his war-
rant for so much of this amount as ma}' be necessary for the
payment of estimate No. 4.
May 7, 1894. Adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution to authorize the purchase of a safe for the office
of the superintendent of sewers.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows
:
""That the superintendent of sewers be and is hereby author-
ized to purchase a suitable safe for use in his office, at a cost of
not over one hundred dollars (SI 00) to be paid for out of any
money not otherwise appropriated, and the mayor is authorized
to draw his warrant for the same.
May 7, 1894. Adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing the payment of the laud damages
awarded by the county commissioners in their laying out of
the extension of Sheridan street in Ward Six.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
That the mayor is hereby authorized to draw his warrant on
the city treasury for the payment of the land damages awarded
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by the county commissioners in their laying out of the exten-
sion of Sheridan street in Ward Six, to the amount and to the
following persons : To M. Duulava the sum of fifty dollars ;
to George Mooney the sum of thirty-five dollars ; to Fred M.
Hall and Kate Hall, jointly, the sum of one thousand dollars :
to the Winnipiseogee Lake Cotton and Woolen Manufacturing
Company the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars ; to Andrew
Beard the sum of four hundred dollars, which several sums the
city treasurer, upon the drawing of the warrant for the same by
the mayor, is authorized to tender and pay to the said several
persons in full satisfaction of said damages awarded them by
said county commissioners as aforesaid.
Adopted May 7, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing a loan for the payment of laud dam-
age for the extension of Sheridan street.
Hesolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows
:
That the city treasurer be authorized to borrow on the credit
of the city the sum of one thousand seven hundred thirty-five
dollars for the payment of land damage for the extension of
Sheridan street in Ward Six, to be apportioned as follows :
To Michael Dunlava, fifty dollars ; George Mooney, thirty-
five dollars ; Fred M. and Kate Hall, one thousand dollars ;
Winnipiseogee Lake Cotton and Woolen Manufacturing Com-
pany, two hundred fifty dollars ; Andrew Beard, four hundred
dollars, and the mayor is hereby authorized to draw his draft
for the same.
Adopted May 7, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing the purchase of hose for the fire
department.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That the chief engineer be and hereby is authorized to pur-
chase hose for the fire department not to exceed the amount
appropriated for that purpose.
May 28, 1894. Adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
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A Resolution looking to the extension of the fire alarm sys-
tem to Ward Six.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
That the committee on fire department and the chief engineer
of fire department be and hereby are appointed a committee to
investigate the subject of extension of the fire alarm system to
Ward Six, and are hereby authorized to procure estimate of its
probable cost for such extension.
Adopted May 28, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution fixing pay of David H. Taylor, from July 1 to
September 1, 1894, as special police officer, and for lighting
street lights at Weirs.
Resolved by the City Council of the City oj Laconia, as follows:
That David H. Taylor be paid one dollar per day from about
July 1 to some date in September, the whole time not to
exceed three months, his duties to be to serve as special
police, and to light the street lamps at Weirs (Ward One).
May 28, 1894. Adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution to correct an error in taxation.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
Whereas, The board of selectmen of Ward Six has voted to
rebate a tax erroneously assessed to J. A. Green of Moulton-
boro, for the year 1893, amounting to sixty-one and twenty one-
hundredths dollars ($61.20) : now in view of said abatement it
is ordered that the city treasurer be authorized to refund the
said sum of sixty-one and twenty one-hundredths dollars, taking
a receipt therefor from the rightful claimant, the amount to be
charged to Ward Six.
May 28, 1894. Adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
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A Resolution authorizing a temporary loan.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
The city treasurer is authorized to borrow, on the credit of
the city, for a terra of not more than six months, at a rate of
interest not exceeding three and one fourth (3^) per cent., a
sum of money not exceeding twenty thousand dollars, for the
purpose of meeting the obligations of the city.
May 28, 1894, adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution providing for the making of a loan, to satisfy
certain judgments recovered by the Winuipiseogee Lake Cotton
& Woolen Manufacturing Company against the city.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That, whereas judgments have been recovered in favor of the
plaintiff in the suits in equity brought by the Winnipiseogee Lake
Cotton & Woolen Manufacturing Company against the town of
Gilford for rebate of taxes assessed by said town against said
company for the years 1890, 1891, and 1892, the amount of said
judgments with interest to May 2, 1894, being nine thousand
nine hundred and thirty-four dollars and seventy-four cents
($9,934.74), and whereas, by the act of incorporation of the city
of Laconia, it is provided in relation to said claims for rebate
of taxes, that the claims of said Winnipiseogee Lake Cotton &
Woolen Manufacturing Company for rebate of taxes, shall be
paid by the city of Laconia with interest accrued and to accrue
on said claim, and the sura so paid by said city to be repaid to
the city by an assessment upon the polls and property in Ward 6
of the city for that purpose ; and whereas, no appropriation
has been made by the city heretofore on which to raise said
sum by the assessment of taxes, therefore
Resolved, That the city treasurer be authorized to borrow on
the credit of the city a sum not exceeding ten thousand five
hundred dollars ($10,500), for the purpose of paying said
indebtedness, providing the time when the required amount to
satisfy said judgments shall be raised by taxation in the man-
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ner provided by law, and that the mayor is hereby authorized
to draw his warrant for the sum required to satisfy said judg-
ments, not exceeding the sum authorized to be borrowed by
this resolution.
May 28, 1894, adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing the mayor to draw his order for
$500 of the public library appropriation.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows
:
That the mayor be and hereby is authorized to draw his war-
rant for 8500 of the appropriation for public libraries, payable
to the treasurer of the board of trustees of the public library.
May 28, 1894, adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution to pay Bela S. Keniston the sum of one hun-
dred dollars in full for damage caused by lowering grade at
corner of Lincoln and Garfield streets.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
That the mayor be authorized to draw his warrant on the
treasurer for the sum of one hundred dollars in favor of Bela S.
Keniston, in full for damage caused by lowering grade on cor-
ner of Lincoln and Garfield streets, and same be charged to
appropriation for highways.
May 28, 1894, adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution for the payment of the appropriation for Memo-
rial Day.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That the mayor be authorized to draw his warrant for the
payment of the appropriation for Memorial Day according to
the vote at last regular meeting.
May 28, 1894, adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
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A Resolution for the employment of residents or tax-pavers
on public works.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as folloirs :
That the street commissioner, superintendent of sewers, and
their assistants, shall give preference to residents and tax-
payers to work on the streets, sewers, and public works of this
city.
Adopted May 28, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution for part payment of sewer contract in Wards
6, 2, and 3, as per estimate No. 5.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That the sum of seven thousand eight hundred sixty-four and
twenty-six one hundredths dollars ($7,864.26) be and the same
is hereby appropriated to defray the expense of sewer construc-
tion in Wards 6, 2, and 3 to May 31, 1894, as per estimate
No. 5, and the mayor is hereby authorized to draw his warrant
for the same.
Adopted June 16, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing a loan for the payment of out-
standing claims and part payment of sewer contract in Wards
6, 2, and 3.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That the city treasurer is hereby authorized to borrow, on
the credit of the city, for the payment of outstanding claims
and in part payment of sewer contract in Wards 6, 2, and 3,
a sum not exceeding twenty-five thousand dollars, ($25,000)
at a rate of interest not exceeding 34; per cent.
June 25, 1894, adopted.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
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A Resolution authorizing the treasurer to borrow a sum of
money not exceeding twenty thousand dollars for certain pur-
poses.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
That the city treasurer be and hereby is authorized to borrow
on the credit of the city such sums of money as may be needed,
not exceeding twenty thousand dollars, for a term not exceed-
ing three months at a rate of interest not to exceed three and
one fourth (3£) per cent, per annum, for the payment of esti-
mate No. 6 and estimate No. 7 for the construction of sewers
as per contract in Wards 6, 2, and 3, and the balance to be
applied to the payment of the draft for the current month
;
and the mayor is authorized to draw his warrants for the pay-
ment of the foregoing claims.
Adopted July 30, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution for the payment of the amount of the judgment
found by the supreme court in favor of Peter J. Cook against
the city of Laconia.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That whereas, Peter J. Cook of Laconia has received judg-
ment against the city for the sum of one hundred fifty-one dol-
lars and forty-seven cents ($151.47) with seventeen cents more
(17c) for the execution thereon, in his action for damages occa-
sioned by the taking of land from him in the laying out and
construction of Joliet street ; therefore,
Resolved, that the city treasurer be and hereby is authorized
to pay the said Peter J. Cook or his order, the sum of one hun-
dred fifty-one dollars and sixty-four cents, on the warrant of
the mayor, in settlement of said judgment and execution when
said Cook shall execute and render to the city a deed of the
land taken as aforesaid in accordance with the judgment of the
court.
Adopted July 30, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
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A Resolution authorizing the superintendent of sewers to con-
tract with Josiah Norris for filling a portion of Messer street.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows
:
That the superintendent of sewers be and is hereby author-
ized to make a contract with Josiah Norris for the filling of a
portion of Messer street as per his recommendation of July 30,
at a price not to exceed two hundred and twenty-five dollars ;
same to be charged to sewer construction account.
Adopted July 31, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing the payment of land damages in the
widening of Beacon street.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows
That the mayor be and hereby is authorized to draw his
orders on the city treasurer for the payment of land damages
awarded in the widening of Beacon street as follows :
To Russell H. Carter, the sum of $334.37 in full, and to
John T. Busiel, $1.00 in full for all damage occasioned by said
widening.
Adopted July 31, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing a loan for school purposes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows
That the city treasurer be and hereby is authorized to borrow
on the credit of the city, a sum of money not exceeding three
thousand five hundred dollars ($3,500), at a rate of interest not
exceeding four per cent. (4%) per annum, for a time not
exceeding four months, for the purpose of making repairs and
improvements on the school buildings of this city.
Adopted August 3, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mavor.
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A Resolution authorizing a temporary loan.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That the city treasurer be and hereby is authorized to borrow
on the credit of the city, a sum of money not exceeding seven
thousand dollars, for a term not exceeding three months, at a
rate of interest not exceeding 3^ per cent, per annum for the
payment of sewer estimate No. 7, and other indebtedness.
Adopted August 28, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing the purchase of a drawing table by
the city engineer.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That the city engineer be and hereby is authorized to pur-
chase a drawing table at a cost not to exceed thirty-five dollars ;
same to be charged to appropriation for city engineering.
Adopted August 28, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing a temporary loan.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows r
That the city treasurer be authorized to hire on the credit of
the city, a sum of money not exceeding six thousand dollars
($6,000) for a term not exceeding thirty days to meet outstand-
ing claims ; and that the mayor be authorized to draw his war-
rant for the payment of said claims.
Adopted September 24, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution for the re-surveying of a portion of Messer street.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as folloivs:
That the city engineer be and is hereby authorized to make
a re-survey of a portion of Messer street between a point oppo-
site where the old Enoch Merrill house stood on Union avenue
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and the middle of the Winnipiseogee river as recorded in the
report of the county commissioners of the laying out of said
highway, dated June 3, 1848 ; that he be instructed to mark
the centre line of said re-survey with stone monuments set in
the ground, and carefully record the location of the same with
the city clerk. That he also be instructed to serve a notice on
all persons now holding or using as private property any por-
tion of the land included in the original layout as found by the
above re-survey, notifying them that the city may, at such a
time as it may deem proper, build and maintain said road to its
full width and location by said survey.
Adopted October 8, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing the superintendent of sewers to com-
plete the filling and grading of a portion of Messer street.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That the superintendent of sewers be and is hereby authorized
to complete the filling and grading of that portion of Messer
street commencing at the North railroad crossing and running
to the north line of William Trippleton's house, this to include
the building of retaining walls and proper railings where neces-
sary, and moving of buildings,—the whole expense not to
exceed one thousand dollars.
Adopted October 8, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing the mayor to settle the city's claim
against the Laconia & Lake Village Horse Railroad for paving
and concreting Church street.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That the mayor be and is hereby authorized to settle with the
Laconia & Lake Village Horse Railroad Company for concreting
Church street upon payment by said company of the expense
incurred for concreting between the rails and for nine (9)
inches in width outside each rail.
Adopted October 29, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
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A Resolution to repair lobby in Ward four.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows
:
That the city marshal be and is hereby authorized to repair
the lobby in Ward four at an expense not exceeding $20.00,
the same to be charged to appropriation for police and watch.
Adopted October 29, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution to correct an error in taxation.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
Whereas, taxes have been erroneously assessed upon John L.
Foster, and paid by him, for land located upon Pine hill,
so-called, amounting in all to seven dollars and twenty-six
cents ($7.26), as follows:
For the year 1891, one dollar and ninety-two cents.
For the year 1892, two dollars and four cents.
For the year 1893, three dollars and thirty cents.
Now, as this land was sold by the said Foster prior to the
year 1891, be it ordered that the city treasurer be authorized to
refund the amount of seven dollars and twenty-six cents to
John L. Foster, taking the proper voucher therefor.
Adopted November 26, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution to correct an error in taxation.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
Whereas, a poll-tax of one dollar and eighty cents was erro-
neously assessed upon George H. Lang, of Ward 6, for the
year 1893 : Now, be it ordered that the city treasurer be author-
ized to refund the sum of one dollar and eighty cents to the
said George H. Lang, taking the proper voucher therefor.
Adopted November 26, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
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A Resolution for the payment of land damage awards.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That the mayor be and hereby is authorized to draw his war-
rant for the payment of all awards for land damages remaining
unpaid, as the same appear on the records of highways.
Adopted December 31, 1894.
C. A. Busikl, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing the treasurer to hire money.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows:
That the treasurer be authorized to hire on the credit of the
city, a sum of money not exceeding thirteen thousand (13,000)
dollars, for a time not exceeding sixty days, at a rate not exceed-
ing four per cent., to meet outstanding claims, and the mayor
be authorized to draw his draft for the said claims.
Adopted December 31, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution relating to the pay of the superintendent of fire
alarm telegraph.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That the salary of the superintendent of the fire alarm shall
be one hundred and fifty dollars per year from November 1,
1894, to November 1, 1895.
Adopted January 28, 1895.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution to pay Bela S. Keniston the sum of twenty-five
dollars in addition to amount voted him May 28, 1894, for
damage caused by lowering of grade at corner of Lincoln
and Garfield streets.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows
:
That the sum of twenty-five dollars be paid to Bela S. Kenis-
ton in addition to the one hundred dollars awarded him Mav
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28, 1894, by a resolution adopted at that time for damage
caused by lowering grade at corner of Lincoln and Garfield
streets, and that the mayor be and hereby is authorized to draw
his warrant for the payment of the same.
Adopted January 28, 1895.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor,
A Resolution to protect city property.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, asfollows :
That the street commissioner be requested to remove all bill
boards and all other advertisements from the bridges and other
city property, on or before the sixteenth day of February next.
Adopted January 28, 1895.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution relating to bills and claims against the city.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That all bills and claims against the city of Laconia be pre-
sented to the city clerk on or before Wednesday noon, February
13, 1895, and that proper notices be inserted in the local papers
to that effect.
Adopted January 28, 1895.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution relating to appropriations for the ensuing year.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows
:
That all heads of departments be requested to present to the
finance committee a detailed estimate of expenditure in their
respective departments for the ensuing year, on or before Feb-
ruary 13, 1895.
Adopted January 28, 1895.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
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A Resolution relating to department and other reports.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows
:
That all reports for the current year ending February 15,
1895, be submitted to the finance committee by heads of depart-
ments and others authorized to prepare the same, on or before
Saturday, February 16, 1895.
Adopted January 28, 1895.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution relating to printing city reports for current year.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Lacouia, as follows :
That the subject of printing the city reports for the current
year be referred to the finance committee with instructions that
they receive proposals for printing the same, the award to be
made to the lowest responsible bidder. Proposals shall be
received on a basis of 1,500, 1,800, and 2,000 copies.
Amendment
:
That said bids are to be submitted to the said finance com-
mittee on or before Wednesday, February 6, 1895.
Adopted January 28, 1895.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution authorizing the payment of additional land dam-
ages to E. G. Jewett.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That the mayor be authorized to draw his warrant for the
sum of one hundred and twenty-five dollars in favor of E. G.
Jewett, this sum to be in addition to a previous award of one
hundred thirty-five and seventy-one hundredths dollars for land
damages in the laying out of Highland street extension.
Adopted January 28, 1895.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
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A Resolution accepting the bequests made to the city of La-
conia by the late Napoleon B. Gale.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That the city of Laconia accept the bequests to it made by
Napoleon B. Gale under and in accordance with the terms and
conditions of his will.
Adopted February 2, 1895.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution appointing a committee to select a lot on which
to erect a public library building.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows
:
That John T. Busiel, Edwin F. Burleigh, and Charles F.
Pitman be and hereby are chosen and appointed a committee on
behalf of the city of Laconia, to select and locate a suitable
lot upon which a substantial and proper building of brick and
stone, to be used as a public library building, shall be erected,
in accordance with the terms and provisions of the bequest to
said city under the will of N. B. Gale, late of Laconia, de-
ceased. Said committee are also authorized and empowered to
procure a plan and erect said building as provided in said will.
Adopted February 2, 1895.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
A Resolution to appoint a committee on parks under the pro-
visions of the will of the late N. B. Gale.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as follows :
That John T. Busiel, Edwin F. Burleigh, and Charles F. Pit-
man be and hereby are appointed and constituted a committee
for the purchase, fitting up, and locating of a public park in the
city in accordance with the terms and provisions of the will of
N. B. Gale, late of Laconia, deceased.
Adopted February 2, 1895.




An Order for the building of new streets.
Ordered, That the mayor and committee on roads and bridges
be and are hereby authorized to build the following named
streets as laid out by the engineer : Edgewater avenue and Jef-
ferson street. Expense of same to be charged to appropriation
for highways.
April 30, 1894, approved.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Order for the removal of trees from streets.
Ordered, That the mayor and committee on roads and bridges
be and are hereby authorized to remove a poplar tree from
Union avenue, near South street ; also an oak tree from Frank-
lin street, near residence of Rev. D. C. Easton, and three trees
from west side of Hill street, adjoining land of S. B. Cole.
Expense of same to be charged to appropriation for highways.
April 30, 1894, approved.
C. A. Busiel, Mavor.
An Order for the construction of surface drains.
Ordered, That the mayor and committee on roads and bridges
he and are hereby authorized to construct surface drains in the
following streets, to wit : commencing at the lowest point in
grade on Adams street ; thence through Webster street in a
westerly direction to Academy street ; thence through Academy
street in a southerly direction to Durkee brook ; also from the
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terminus of the drain in Court street to Durkee brook ; also
from the terminus of the drain in Union avenue to a point
nearly opposite the Bell place, so-called, and from John B.
Crapo's house on Union avenue to Mechanic street. Expense
of same to be charged to appropriation for highways.
April 30, 1894, approved.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Order to concrete sidewalks. '
Ordered, That the mayor and committee on roads and bridges
be and are hereby authorized to concrete sidewalks as named
below : Union avenue, west side, from a point near the Horse
Railroad stable to Messer street ; Church street, south side,
from the bridge to Casino square ; Province street, east side,
from Cottage street to Edwards court ; Bowman street, south
side, from Court street to Academy street ; Pleasant street,
west side, from a point near the residence of Frank P. Holt
to the northerly side of residence of G. H. Tebbetts ; Main street,
west side, from the railroad to Oak street ; Elm street, south
side, about 50 feet from west end of Bridge ; Franklin street,
east side, from a point near the residence of 0. P. Griffin to
Fairmount street ; Fairmount street, north side, from Madison
street to Washington street ; Gold street, both sides, from west
end of bridge to Belvidere street ; Hill street, west side, from
Clinton street to Pear street ; Park street, east side, from the
church to Gold street ; and Mechanic street, east side, about 50
feet from Pear street. Expense of same to be charged to appro-
priation for concreting sidewalks.
Approved April 30, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Order for concreting sidewalks.
Ordered, That the mayor and committee on roads and bridges
be and are hereby authorized to concrete the sidewalks on north
side of Spring, Summer, and Winter streets for a distance of
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about five hundred feet on each street, commencing at Union
avenue. Expense of same to be charged to appropriation for
concreting sidewalks.
May 7, 1894, approved.
C. A. Busiel, Mavor.
An Order for extension of fire alarm system.
Ordered, That the mayor and committee on fire department
be and are hereby authorized to contract with the Gamewell
Company for an extension of the fire alarm system as per com-
mittee's recommendation. Expenses of same to be charged to
appropiation for fire department.
June 25, 1894, approved.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Order for survey of Center street, Avery avenue, and
Walker street, so-called.
Ordered, That the city engineer be and is hereby directed to
survey and furnish to this council, on or before its next regular
meeting, a layout for Center street from Bowman street to Lin-
coln street, Avery avenue (so-called on Avery lots) from Union
avenue to Robinson street and "B" street and Walker street,
so-called, as shown on plan of Lyman B. W. Avery.
June 26, 1894, approved.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Order to establish street lines on Province street.
Ordered, That the city engineer be and is hereby directed to
establish the street lines on Province street.
July 26, 1894, approved.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
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An Order concerning the numbering of houses.
Ordered, That the city engineer be instructed to measure the
streets of this city, to secure the number of every house and the
name of the owner or chief occupant, and to transmit to said
owner or occupant a statement of the correct number of his
house, together with instructions about numbering the same.
The expense of this work to be paid from money not otherwise
appropriated.
Approved Dec. 11, 1894.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
An Order authorizing the street commissioner to procure two
rollers for making winter roads.
Ordered, That the street commissioner be and is hereby
authorized to procure for the use of the city two road rollers, at
an expense not to exceed eighty dollars each, the same to be
charged to appropriation for highways.
Approved January 28, 1895.
C. A. Busiel, Mayor.
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